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Profile – Shri Chhatar Singh

Born 05-03-1953, an IAS 

several key positions in the state government.

Though he retired on March 31, 2013, as the

managed to retain the key posts by getting re

provisions of the Indian Administrative Service (Cadre) Rules

stirred a debate among the state’s bureaucrats.

He was appointed member UPSC on September 2013 and i

nest with some controversies regarding his appointment.

Shri Singh had played a key role in executing various projects of the state 

government of Haryana. 
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Shri Chhatar Singh 

 

 officer of Haryana cadre, Chhatar Singh has held 

several key positions in the state government. 

Though he retired on March 31, 2013, as the Principal Secretary to Hooda, 

managed to retain the key posts by getting re-employment under certain 

Indian Administrative Service (Cadre) Rules, 1954

stirred a debate among the state’s bureaucrats. 

He was appointed member UPSC on September 2013 and it has stirred a hornets’ 

nest with some controversies regarding his appointment. 

Shri Singh had played a key role in executing various projects of the state 
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, Chhatar Singh has held 

to Hooda, Singh 

employment under certain 

1954, which had 

t has stirred a hornets’ 

Shri Singh had played a key role in executing various projects of the state 
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CIVIL SERVICES EXAMINATION

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

#1. ForumIAS Username 

RK6163 

Background:  

Merchant Navy 

Hobbies: Cycling and Star Gazing

Board: Chhatar Singh Sir 

 

Time Duration :- 28 minutes 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* Started with a romantic song and asked to 

complete it.  It was a Hindi song containing 

words like Taare Waare... (Could not 

complete it) 

* What is this special tie you are wearing? 

(It was a college tie) 

* If you have written your salary correctly, 

even cabinet secretary does not get such 

salaries, why you want to join civil services?

* Why there is ship-breaking industry but 

not a rail breaking or car breaking industry?

 

M1: 

* What is women empowerment? 

* What is SHG? 

* How SHG helps in women empowerment?

* Have you heard about Lizzat papad?

* Initially how many women started Lizzat?

 

M2: 

* What is whistleblower?  

* Who was the whistleblower in Bihar? 

* What happened to him? 

* Is whistle-blowing good or bad? 

* What is the whistleblowers bill about?

* You have been to many countries. Tell me 

the last places you have visited.  

* What is the language of Nigeria
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Hobbies: Cycling and Star Gazing 

Started with a romantic song and asked to 

ndi song containing 

(Could not 

What is this special tie you are wearing? 

If you have written your salary correctly, 

even cabinet secretary does not get such 

salaries, why you want to join civil services? 

breaking industry but 

not a rail breaking or car breaking industry? 

What is women empowerment?  

How SHG helps in women empowerment? 

Have you heard about Lizzat papad? 

Initially how many women started Lizzat? 

Who was the whistleblower in Bihar?  

blowing good or bad?  

What is the whistleblowers bill about? 

You have been to many countries. Tell me 

 

igeria?  

* Tell me more about Nigeria.

* Who was the colonial ruler in Nigeria? 

* What are the problems there?

 

M3: 

* I saw a movie titanic. Why did it sink and 

what improvements have happened after 

that? 

* Why cycling is important and why should 

it be promoted? Which areas in Delhi have 

cycling lanes?  

* Why there is no growth of cycling i

* What is India-China border problem

 

M4: 

* Tell me about INS Vikrant

* What is the national and international 

policy regarding kidnapping and piracy 

issues? 

 

Back to Chairman: 

* Why Captain goes down with the ship in 

shipping but not in aviation or rail 

accidents? 

 

#2. ForumIAS Username 

Vivek90 

Questions: 
 Chairman: 

1. What have you been doing off late?

2. Are Mechanical Engineers uncivilized?

3. How do you see the future of concrete?

4. On the historical timescale of civilization, 

at about what time concrete was used?

5. Do you know any substitute of concrete?

6. Why steel structures are now replacing 

concrete structures? 
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igeria.  

Who was the colonial ruler in Nigeria?  

are the problems there? 

I saw a movie titanic. Why did it sink and 

what improvements have happened after 

Why cycling is important and why should 

it be promoted? Which areas in Delhi have 

Why there is no growth of cycling in India? 

hina border problem? 

Tell me about INS Vikrant? 

What is the national and international 

kidnapping and piracy 

Why Captain goes down with the ship in 

n or rail 
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1. What have you been doing off late? 

2. Are Mechanical Engineers uncivilized? 

3. How do you see the future of concrete? 

4. On the historical timescale of civilization, 

what time concrete was used? 

5. Do you know any substitute of concrete? 

6. Why steel structures are now replacing 
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7. Are you aware about DPC? 

8. How does the load on a building get 

distributed? 

9. Do walls bear any load? 

10. Have you seen a building being 

constructed? Tell me the order of 

construction. 

 

Member 1: 
1. Are you aware of the North East?

2. Draw the map of North East and locate 

Mizoram, Triura and Nagaland. 

3. With which states do these states share 

their borders? 

4. What is NHAI? 

5. What does NHAI do? 

6. Does NHAI construct roads itself?

7. Does NHAI do contracting work only?

8. How do you know about the safety of a 

dam? 

9. In CPWD buildings, why there is uniform 

depth in the beam? Why don't they taper it?

 

Member 2: 

1. What do you understand by green 

buildings? What are their essential features?

2. What is western disturbance? Tell me 

about its origin. 

3. How does western disturbance affect 

Indian economy? 

4. What do we measure by time?

 

Member 3: 
1. Why you remained unplaced even though 

you were the placement coordinator?

2. Which countries would you cross over if 

you take a flight from New Delhi to US?

3. Tell me the name of the recent book by 

the former coal secretary. 

4. You are the DM and there is a 100 bedded 

hospital being constructed in your district. 

You received a complaint from the village 

Sarpanch about substandard material being 

used in the hospital building. You are under 
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8. How does the load on a building get 

een a building being 

constructed? Tell me the order of 

1. Are you aware of the North East? 

2. Draw the map of North East and locate 

 

3. With which states do these states share 

6. Does NHAI construct roads itself? 

7. Does NHAI do contracting work only? 

8. How do you know about the safety of a 

9. In CPWD buildings, why there is uniform 

depth in the beam? Why don't they taper it? 

understand by green 

buildings? What are their essential features? 

n disturbance? Tell me 

3. How does western disturbance affect 

4. What do we measure by time? 

even though 

you were the placement coordinator? 

2. Which countries would you cross over if 

you take a flight from New Delhi to US? 

3. Tell me the name of the recent book by 

4. You are the DM and there is a 100 bedded 

ing constructed in your district. 

You received a complaint from the village 

Sarpanch about substandard material being 

used in the hospital building. You are under 

immense pressure from the lady CM to 

complete the project in 6 months. Then 

what would be your response?

 

Member 4: 

1. Not everyone is able to sing or do poetry. 

How did you develop poetry as your hobby?

2. You are sanctioned 100 crores for flood 

relief. What would be your priorities?

3. Name a very famous civil engineer from 

India. 

4. Who was a very famous Dam engineer 

from India? 

5. What do we celebrate on 30th 

September? 

6. Do we have any audit of educational 

standards in the country for higher 

education? 

7. Any other agency? 

8. What is NAAC? 

 

Chairman: 

Thank you. Your interview is over.

 

Self Evaluation:  
One thing that I have learnt from my 

interview experience is that one has to be 

ready with respect to any possibility. I could 

never imagine that my interview would be 

based almost on my Graduation subject 

(Civil Engineering). Although I answe

most of the questions, I wonder whether I 

was convincing enough to the Board. No 

question was asked from current issues, 

international affairs, my profile and bio

data. I do not know how UPSC is going to 

judge my personality on the basis of  Q&A 

session on my engineering subject!! But as 

we know UPSC has always been 

unpredictable, there is no need of 

speculations. 
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Thank you. Your interview is over. 

One thing that I have learnt from my 

interview experience is that one has to be 

ready with respect to any possibility. I could 

never imagine that my interview would be 

based almost on my Graduation subject 

(Civil Engineering). Although I answered 

most of the questions, I wonder whether I 

was convincing enough to the Board. No 

question was asked from current issues, 

international affairs, my profile and bio-

data. I do not know how UPSC is going to 

judge my personality on the basis of  Q&A 
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#3. ForumIAS Username 

Autobots 

Background:  

Hobby: gardening, travelling, and 

photography by phone. 

 

Questions: 

chairman: 

* Your roll number? 

* What do you do in gardening? E

procedure. 

* You talked about transplanting. 

transplant coriander? 

* Which communication mode with

by Govt.?  

* Have you ever seen it? (Ii said in s

we practiced format.)  

 

M1: 

* Why protests were held in your college? 

* How it got solved? 

* Give one social issue on which 

to work as an IAS and why? 

 * If all educated, then what next will be 

your focus area and why? 

 

M2: 

* What is university, deemed university, 

college, state university etc. 

* What is role of UGC in it? 

* Why cesarean operation has increased?

* What is ITPO? (Didn’t know)  

 

M3: 

* As an IAS, how will you improve 

agriculture in district? 

* Explain green revolution. 

* Explain its actual impact. 

 

M4: 

* National tree? 

* Ok, what is its specialty? (She gave hint 

and then I answered) 
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and 

Explain the 

u talked about transplanting. Do we 

hich communication mode withdrawn 

i said in schools 

ur college?  

ive one social issue on which you will like 

f all educated, then what next will be 

university, 

rean operation has increased? 

 

prove 

She gave hint 

* Tell about Agni 5 missile? 

* What does it mean "being ballistic"

* Should national service be made 

compulsory? Why? 

* We cannot force it on people, so ho

make it more acceptable? 

 

Chairman:  
Thank you. Interview over.  

#4. ForumIAS Username 

Vns1 

Interview Date -  28th. 

 

Self Evaluation: 

The board was very cordial. 

almost all my questions were opinion based. 

My views were countered many times and 

tried to justify. Don't know whether the 

board members were satisfied. 

factual questions were asked out of which 

could answer only one. 

 

A blunder happened when I

midway through an answer when 

said that if I don't get into civil s

might end up a cynic. The members 

contradicted me and I somehow did not 

have the opportunity to clarify. (

how much impact this might have).

 

Yet the interview felt as if it was a flow of 

conversation and totally stress free. 

came to know that it had lasted for 40

minutes, though it didn't seem long to me. 

however felt that even though it was stress 

free, there was much more that 

say and couldn't. I didn't feel like my 

interview was over. In fact, I

leave for a long time, didn't feel like it.

 

40-50 minutes also gave a feeling that this 

means less marks for the board didn't find 

qualities they needed.  
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he board was very cordial. Interestingly 

questions were opinion based. 

y views were countered many times and I 

on't know whether the 

board members were satisfied. Around 4 

factual questions were asked out of which I 

I was stopped 

midway through an answer when I had just 

don't get into civil services I 

he members 

somehow did not 

have the opportunity to clarify. (Kindly tell 

much impact this might have). 

et the interview felt as if it was a flow of 

conversation and totally stress free. Later I 

ame to know that it had lasted for 40-50 

minutes, though it didn't seem long to me. I 

however felt that even though it was stress 

free, there was much more that I wanted to 

didn't feel like my 

, I even didn't 

leave for a long time, didn't feel like it. 

50 minutes also gave a feeling that this 

means less marks for the board didn't find 
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#5. ForumIAS Username 

Shekhar2013  

Background: 
Degree : ECE  

Hobby : chess, table tennis, singing

Date: 17th April, forenoon 

1st attempt 

currently in SCRA. 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* Difference between melody and harmony

* Meaning of obituary? 

* Meaning of telegram in Hindi?

* Why it is called so? 

* Tell obituary of telegram? 

 

M1: 

* Doppler effect. 

* Its use in railways? 

* Electromagnetic waves? 

* What happens if Electromagnetic

passed through wood? 

* If Electromagnetic Waves passed through 

perfect conductor? 

* What is induction motor? 

* Why does not the rotation of fan change 

on changing the polarity? 

 

M2: 

* Total internal reflection. 

* Its use in Optical Fibres. 

* School's name. 

* Arya Samaj and its ideology. 

* A contemporary movement. 

* Difference between Arya Samaj and 

Brahmo Samaj 

* Ukraine Crisis (he told me to explain mo

and more at least two times) 

 

M3: 

* Difference between AM and FM?

* Which type of modulation is better
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obby : chess, table tennis, singing 

ifference between melody and harmony? 

? 

Electromagnetic Waves 

aves passed through 

hy does not the rotation of fan change 

en Arya Samaj and 

(he told me to explain more 

FM? 

hich type of modulation is better? 

* If you are DM of a minority district, what 

will you do to promote modern education

* How will you give monetary incentive 

when the government lacks money

* A famous scientist of your namesake

* Which famous scientist got B

with Sachin Tendulkar? 

* Which field? 

* Be specific about his field?

* Any safety consideration about railways?

* If you penalize a workman, then strikes 

are possible, then what will you 

 

M4: 

* Asked a very unknown term about music 

which I had not heard? 

* Tell me the name of a recent movie in 

which a very famous actor has acted and it is 

based on elections? 

* Qualities of a good communicati

* How do you rate Obama's tenure?

* What were his successes? 

 

Chairman: 

* Who killed Osama? 

I told Obama was the president when 

Osama was killed. 

Chairman: So, this is also the success of 

Obama.  

Ok, your interview is over now.... 
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will you do to promote modern education? 

ow will you give monetary incentive 

when the government lacks money? 

cientist of your namesake? 

Which famous scientist got Bharat Ratna 

? 

onsideration about railways? 

a workman, then strikes 

are possible, then what will you do? 

sked a very unknown term about music 

ell me the name of a recent movie in 

which a very famous actor has acted and it is 

ualities of a good communication skills? 

How do you rate Obama's tenure? 

 

bama was the president when 

o, this is also the success of 

your interview is over now....  
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#6. ForumIAS Username 

AjgarJurrat 

Interview: 30th April 

Background: 

Lawyer-First Attempt 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

1) You have mentioned food as one of your 

interests. Cooking or eating? 

b) Where did you cook? 

3) What do you cook? We thought 

never go beyond Maggi. 

4) You are from a good law school 

grades. Why Civils? 

5) They say law makes you more human. Is 

that true? 

6) What does being more human mean in 

your opinion? 

 

Member 1: 

1) Indian farmers face the problem of no 

titles in their name. How do we rectify this?

2) Land reforms don't work in India. Give us 

some other solution. 

3) Why is the legal system so expensive?

 

Member 2: 

1) What are the historical monuments of 

Orissa (my home state)? 

2) Which all have you visited? 

3) Which is the oldest? 

4) Doesn't Kharavela precede Ashoka?

5) When was Orissa established as a 

separate state? 

6) When was it separated from Bengal 

Presidency? 

7) Why were there so many Princely States 

in Orissa? 

8) What does the name change of Orissa 

signify? 
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) You have mentioned food as one of your 

) What do you cook? We thought hoteliers 

ool with great 

you more human. Is 

) What does being more human mean in 

1) Indian farmers face the problem of no 

titles in their name. How do we rectify this? 

't work in India. Give us 

3) Why is the legal system so expensive? 

1) What are the historical monuments of 

4) Doesn't Kharavela precede Ashoka? 

) When was Orissa established as a 

6) When was it separated from Bengal 

7) Why were there so many Princely States 

8) What does the name change of Orissa 

Member 3: 

1) They say Civil Services are in a state o

inertia. What do you understand by that?

2) Do you agree with the statement?

3) Why cannot the Indian Civil services 

function like those in China or USA?

 

Member 4: 

1) Age of Consent. Is the age limit fine with 

you? 

2) Juvenile Justice Act: Far too 

3) What are the drawbacks of the JJ Act 

otherwise? 

 

Chairman: 

1) Lack of quality lawyers leads to denial of 

justice. Do you agree? 

2) ADR Mechanism does not work. What 

else can be done? 

3) How come American criminal justice 

system is so much more effective?

4) Have you heard of Rajat Gupta?

 

Total Time: Around 50 minute

 

#7. ForumIAS Username 

Transcript 

Background: 

 Electrical Engineering (NOT

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 
1. Who is this handsome young man?

2. So, you take a long time in 

yourself? Primarily because I was stumped 

at the sheer disconnect between his 

expressions and his words in the previous 

question. 

3. What all have you studied in Electrical 

Engineering? 
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inertia. What do you understand by that? 

2) Do you agree with the statement? 

3) Why cannot the Indian Civil services 

function like those in China or USA? 

1) Age of Consent. Is the age limit fine with 

2) Juvenile Justice Act: Far too lenient? 

3) What are the drawbacks of the JJ Act 
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2) ADR Mechanism does not work. What 

3) How come American criminal justice 

effective? 

4) Have you heard of Rajat Gupta? 
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NOT Physics!) 

1. Who is this handsome young man? 

2. So, you take a long time in recognizing 

Primarily because I was stumped 

at the sheer disconnect between his 

expressions and his words in the previous 

3. What all have you studied in Electrical 
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4. You have been in Delhi for sometime, give 

me an engineering solution to the 

problem of power thefts in the city.

My answer according to him was more 

regulatory than technical and hence;

5. That's okay, but give me an engineering 

solution. 

Mentioned something Spartan technical to 

which he squirmed and said; 

6. Is that economically viable? No, 

presently. Then why shouldn't I let the 

pilferage continue rather than paying out of 

my pocket for the system upgrade and 

restructuring? 

I mentioned the 'regulatory solution' yet 

again- highlighting that it should

hypocenter of our efforts- but he seemed 

dissatisfied. I politely stated that I did not 

have any other 'engineering solution' for 

him at that point in time, to which he 

replied; 

That's completely all right, let's move on.

 

7. Have you studied boilers? No, sir.

8. What is biomass energy? 

9. What is the source of this energy reserve?

10. What is geothermal energy? 

11. Why hasn't it been harvested to its 

optimum potential? 

12. So basically, renewable energy resources 

are all a sham? Give me one source 

has great potential. 

I mentioned hydro energy, to which he 

quickly replied that 'we all know about it' 

and that 'it's been done and over with'. 

Anything else? He quipped. 

13. What is the contribution of solar energy 

to the energy mix in the country p

14. I recently read a report which said that 

India will become energy independent by 

2030. What do you have to say about this? 

Have you read the report? 

 

Mr. Singh was very professional and polite. 

His questions, although a rapid-fire, were 
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4. You have been in Delhi for sometime, give 

to the 

problem of power thefts in the city. 

My answer according to him was more 

regulatory than technical and hence; 

5. That's okay, but give me an engineering 

Mentioned something Spartan technical to 

No, Sir. Not 

Then why shouldn't I let the 

pilferage continue rather than paying out of 

my pocket for the system upgrade and 

I mentioned the 'regulatory solution' yet 

highlighting that it should be the 

but he seemed 

dissatisfied. I politely stated that I did not 

have any other 'engineering solution' for 

him at that point in time, to which he 

That's completely all right, let's move on. 

No, sir. 

9. What is the source of this energy reserve? 

 

11. Why hasn't it been harvested to its 

12. So basically, renewable energy resources 

are all a sham? Give me one source which 

I mentioned hydro energy, to which he 

quickly replied that 'we all know about it' 

and over with'. 

13. What is the contribution of solar energy 

to the energy mix in the country presently? 

14. I recently read a report which said that 

India will become energy independent by 

2030. What do you have to say about this? 

Mr. Singh was very professional and polite. 

fire, were 

very interesting to answer. 

 

Member 1: 
The reason why I highlighted that I am not a 

Physics background candidate should 

become abundantly clear here.

1. What is LENR- Low Energy Nuclear 

Reaction? 

2. What is Low Temperature Fusion? How is 

it different from cold fusion?

3. What is the Hadron Collider?

4. What particles are accelerated by the 

LHC? 

5. What is the difference between a Boson 

and a Fermion? 

 

By this time, I had wracked my brains to 

give him some intelligent answers to the 

questions that I hardly ever e

pop-up, but anyhow! He seemed to have got 

the hint. 

 

6. You were born in Bhagalpur? There was a 

colossal literary figure from Bhagalpur

you name him? I started telling him about 

the famous Ashok Kumar of Hindi Cinema, 

to which he interrupted and said;

7. We know about him- do you know the 

literary maestro? 

8. Apart from the Nalanda University in 

Rajgir, there is a famous university in 

Bhagalpur- can you tell me which one is it?

9. Have you seen any of Satyajit Ray's films? 

Did you like it? 

 

The member was cordial, warm and 

supportive. Maybe a Bengali himself, he was 

extremely pleased that I had seen Ray's 

trilogy. 

 

Member 2 (Lady): 
1. What is this *-***? How did you join this 

organization? My 4 month long work 

experience.  

2. What were you exactly doing there?
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2. What is Low Temperature Fusion? How is 
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9. Have you seen any of Satyajit Ray's films? 

The member was cordial, warm and 

supportive. Maybe a Bengali himself, he was 

extremely pleased that I had seen Ray's 

***? How did you join this 

My 4 month long work 
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3. What was the take-away from your 

experience? 

4. What kind of public speaking do you do? 

Was it in school? 

5. Where do you write? Have you been 

published? What do you write on?

6. What pushed you to take the civil services 

examination? 

 

The member was very helpful, urging me to 

speak and express myself freely. She seemed 

happy with the way I answered the 

questions and smiled reassuringly.

Member 3: 
1. Recently, one organ of the state is 

assuming great significance and is 

apparently helping the people- The 

Judiciary. What do you think of this trend of 

Judicial Activism? 

2. So, is there a recourse available to the 

public to get their grievances redressed?

3. So you are saying that Judicial Activism is 

both good and bad? 

4. You mentioned the Doctrine of Checks 

and Balances in your previous response

our country there is the MoHRD, UGC, 

AICTE, NAAC and other such organizations, 

yet the Higher Education scenario is not 

very encouraging. What do you think is the 

reason? 

5. The private sector has also not been able 

to prove its mettle in the field of education 

and you mentioned a few issues with the 

public-funded institutions, so do you think 

that this sector is a complete failure?

 

The member was rather stoic and unmoved. 

However, he agreed with my answers and 

gave a few 'yes's and nods of approval

 

Member 4: 
1. You have a fantastic record in Electrical 

Engineering, congratulations! What do you 

want me to ask you - basics or application? 
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away from your 

4. What kind of public speaking do you do? 

5. Where do you write? Have you been 

published? What do you write on? 

6. What pushed you to take the civil services 

The member was very helpful, urging me to 

speak and express myself freely. She seemed 

happy with the way I answered the 

questions and smiled reassuringly.  

1. Recently, one organ of the state is 

assuming great significance and is 

The 

Judiciary. What do you think of this trend of 

2. So, is there a recourse available to the 

public to get their grievances redressed? 

3. So you are saying that Judicial Activism is 

he Doctrine of Checks 

and Balances in your previous response- in 

our country there is the MoHRD, UGC, 

AICTE, NAAC and other such organizations, 

yet the Higher Education scenario is not 

very encouraging. What do you think is the 

r has also not been able 

to prove its mettle in the field of education 

and you mentioned a few issues with the 

funded institutions, so do you think 

that this sector is a complete failure? 

The member was rather stoic and unmoved. 

with my answers and 

gave a few 'yes's and nods of approval 

1. You have a fantastic record in Electrical 

Engineering, congratulations! What do you 

basics or application? I 

mentioned 'Theory'. 

2. What will happen if I connect a 4 volts 

battery in parallel with a 2 volts battery? 

wonder why he guffawed after asking this 

question. His laughter intensified at my 

answer. 

 3. You know what a fan is? 

a dimwit. You wanted me to ask y

right? Here- what is the use of the 

condenser in the fan? 

4. What if I remove the condenser? 

5. Which was your favourite course in the B.

Tech. program? He completely disregarded 

my answer, although with a bright smile.

6. Power Electronics! I will ask you a 

question of Power Electronics

what an SCR is? 

7. Have you done an experiment on it?

Based on my answer, he said;

8. What is the difference between an SCR 

and a Thyristor? 

9. Which motor is used in an elevator?

10. What parameter is of interest to us here?

11. Is it low or high (The parameter is 

Torque)? I answered incorrectly to which he 

chuckled and said; 

12. Are you sure? 

13. Then tell me- which motor is used in 

traction? 

14. If you need high torque in traction

you mentioned- isn't lifting more difficult 

than pulling? 

 

At this point in time, both of us were smiling 

and completely at ease- The member 

because he would've sized up the imbecile 

sitting in front of him, and yours truly for 

realizing that things couldn't get worse

 

15. So tell me ********, how will you use 

your knowledge of Electrical Engineering as 

an IAS officer? 

 

Although I could only answer 60% of his 

questions correctly, he was very 
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2. What will happen if I connect a 4 volts 

battery in parallel with a 2 volts battery? I 

wonder why he guffawed after asking this 

question. His laughter intensified at my 

3. You know what a fan is? I looked up like 

You wanted me to ask you basics, 

what is the use of the 

4. What if I remove the condenser?  

5. Which was your favourite course in the B. 

He completely disregarded 

my answer, although with a bright smile. 

will ask you a 

question of Power Electronics- do you know 

7. Have you done an experiment on it? 

Based on my answer, he said; 

8. What is the difference between an SCR 

9. Which motor is used in an elevator? 

is of interest to us here? 

11. Is it low or high (The parameter is 

I answered incorrectly to which he 

which motor is used in 

14. If you need high torque in traction- as 

isn't lifting more difficult 

At this point in time, both of us were smiling 

The member 

because he would've sized up the imbecile 

sitting in front of him, and yours truly for 

realizing that things couldn't get worse! 

15. So tell me ********, how will you use 

your knowledge of Electrical Engineering as 

Although I could only answer 60% of his 

questions correctly, he was very 
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encouraging and relaxed. At no point in 

time did I realize- nor did he make m

realize- that I was being, well for the lack of 

a better word, stupid. 

 

Chairman: 
15. That's all right *******, but what if you 

are posted in the Social Welfare 

department- how would your knowledge be 

useful then? 

My response, although a tad cheeky, was 

taken well by everyone and the Chairman 

smiled a very warm earthy smile.

Thank you, *******, your interview is over.

 

Self Evaluation: 

In retrospect, the interview is one of the 

most rewarding experiences that I have had 

hitherto. Irrespective of the resul

hour about was all worth the hype, 

nervousness and jitters.  

 

#8. ForumIAS Username 

Roaring Jaguar 

Date-04-06-2014 

Board-Chhatar Singh, forenoon session and 

last to go in. 

duration- around 30 minutes 

 

Background: 

B.Tech EEE, from Telangana 

Optional- Telugu Literature 

6 years exp. in IT. 

 

Questions: 
Chairman: 

1. Meaning of my name and there was a 

subsequent question and a joke too.

2. Asked me about pronunciation of 

Deloitte, my previous company and asked 

about the profile of my company.

3. What we can learn from Mahabharath
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encouraging and relaxed. At no point in 

nor did he make me 

that I was being, well for the lack of 

15. That's all right *******, but what if you 

your knowledge be 

My response, although a tad cheeky, was 

taken well by everyone and the Chairman 

smiled a very warm earthy smile. 

Thank you, *******, your interview is over. 

In retrospect, the interview is one of the 

most rewarding experiences that I have had 

hitherto. Irrespective of the result, that half 

e hype, 

ForumIAS Username – 

atar Singh, forenoon session and 

1. Meaning of my name and there was a 

sequent question and a joke too. 

2. Asked me about pronunciation of 

Deloitte, my previous company and asked 

about the profile of my company. 

What we can learn from Mahabharatha 

and Ramayan? 

4. Mahabharath is anti-woman, explain

 

Member 1: 

5. Tell me field positions in cricket

6. Who won IPL and who is the owner

7. Should we ban IPL as there are many 

malpractices in game? 

8. What is the need/importance for sports 

in our life? 

9. What we can learn from sports

10. Why cricket is getting much focus than 

other games?  

11. How do you motivate people in your 

organization? 

12. Tell me any latest poem in 

Member 2: 

13. What you have learned fro

experience and how will you use it in civil 

services? 

14. How you will increase team spirit in your 

team? 

15. Do you know about problems of 

rural/remote areas in India, I said I come 

from a tribal district? 

16. What are the tribal communities i

district? 

17. What are the efforts made to preserve 

and develop languages of tribal people

18. In which states Gond people live

 

Member 3: 

19. Why is your hometown famous for?

20. What are all required to manufacture 

cement? 

21. How paper is made in a 

your district? 

22. Which wood is used? 

23. Why there won’t be Naxalite problem 

after Telanagana formation?

24. How the Naxalite problem was solved?

25. Do you have any experiences wit

Naxals? 

26. What was the earlier name for 
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woman, explain. 

field positions in cricket 

ho won IPL and who is the owner. 

7. Should we ban IPL as there are many 

mportance for sports 

hat we can learn from sports? 

hy cricket is getting much focus than 

ow do you motivate people in your 

12. Tell me any latest poem in Telugu? 

13. What you have learned from your work 

experience and how will you use it in civil 

14. How you will increase team spirit in your 

15. Do you know about problems of 

rural/remote areas in India, I said I come 

16. What are the tribal communities in your 

hat are the efforts made to preserve 

and develop languages of tribal people? 

18. In which states Gond people live? 

is your hometown famous for? 

20. What are all required to manufacture 

a paper mill in 

xalite problem 

anagana formation? 

axalite problem was solved? 

25. Do you have any experiences with 

r name for Naxals 
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and present name? 

27. How Naxals spread in Telanagana

 

Member 4: 

28. Are you happy that Telangana is 

formed? 

29. Why Telangana is a legitimate demand?

30. What were the grievances? 

31. He asked me about several questions on 

Telangana issue and gave counter 

my arguments. We had a nice discussion on 

this topic but the member is seems to 

counter me. 

 

 

#9. ForumIAS Username 

Rks22 

Date: 2nd June 2014 

Board: Mr. Chattar Singh. Third number

Time 12:40pm. 

 

Me: may I come in sir ?  

Chairman: come in. (on reaching the seat; 

good morning (to chairman); to sir and 

mam on my left; to two sir on my right.

Me: (dragged the seat, sat down) thank you 

sir (looking at the chairman). 

Questions: 
Chairman: 

Chairman: (Showing a photograph)

you? 

Me: Yes sir. (God knows why I shivered for a 

second) he wrote something on the 

photograph. 

Chairman: so you belong to Nalanda? 

Me: Yes sir (politely). 

Chairman: You did B. Tech in Chemical 

Engineering? 

Me: Yes sir (politely). 

Chairman: You played billiards? 

Me: yes sir I played it for 3 years in 

Roorkee (normal tone). 
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axals spread in Telanagana? 

28. Are you happy that Telangana is 

hy Telangana is a legitimate demand? 

 

me about several questions on 

elangana issue and gave counter points to 

my arguments. We had a nice discussion on 

this topic but the member is seems to 

ForumIAS Username – 

ingh. Third number. 

reaching the seat; 

good morning (to chairman); to sir and 

mam on my left; to two sir on my right. 

Me: (dragged the seat, sat down) thank you 

howing a photograph), Is it 

shivered for a 

something on the 

Chairman: so you belong to Nalanda?  

Chemical 

 

played it for 3 years in IIT 

Chairman: Tell me 10 things about 

Nalanda? 

Me: Nalanda is most famous for the first 

residential international institute

Chairman: (interrupts) Where it is?

Me: (unable to recall the name of the most 

nearest village) it is near to 

(chairman interrupts in between) do we 

have it today also (he actually wanted to 

hear that it exists no more)?

Me: No sir, now it is only in ruins, it was 

destroyed by Bhaktiyar Khilji in the year 

1203. Other famous places include 

Chairman: why it is famous ?

Me: Sir, Rajgir has been the 

kings. E.g. - King Ajatshatru, 

from there. There was also the king 

Jarashand. 

Chairman: (interrupting again) now you are 

going to a different period. I

event? 

Me: yes sir (according to him, it is a 

mythological event since it remains 

unproved). 

Chairman: Does Mahabhara

conclusive evidence? 

Me: Evidences are there but sir they are not 

conclusive. 

Chairman: How can we have 

evidence? 

Me: Sir, suppose there is excavation and 

something is excavated which matches the 

articles mentioned in the M

Then there is a conclusive evidence that yes 

there was a Mahabharata Period

Chairman: How conclusive evidence

Me: Like excavation in Indraprastha 

(Chairman interrupts, now how 

Indraprastha, looking annoyed that 

haven’t got his point and was debating) and 

something excavated matches with the 

Mahabharta period. Then there is a 

conlusive evidence. Chairman: (

unhappy, gave up the war to prove that it 

was a mythological event rather than an 
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Tell me 10 things about 

alanda is most famous for the first 

residential international institute? 

here it is? 

Me: (unable to recall the name of the most 

to the village. 

(chairman interrupts in between) do we 

have it today also (he actually wanted to 

? 

o sir, now it is only in ruins, it was 

hilji in the year 

s places include Rajgir. 

airman: why it is famous ? 

gir has been the abodes of the 

jatshatru, Bimbisar ruled 

There was also the king 

rrupting again) now you are 

Is it a historical 

Me: yes sir (according to him, it is a 

mythological event since it remains 

ata have 

vidences are there but sir they are not 

ow can we have conclusive 

suppose there is excavation and 

something is excavated which matches the 

Mahabharata. 

evidence that yes 

eriod. 

ow conclusive evidence? 

Indraprastha 

hairman interrupts, now how 

, looking annoyed that I 

haven’t got his point and was debating) and 

ing excavated matches with the 

hen there is a 

Chairman: (Looked 

nhappy, gave up the war to prove that it 

was a mythological event rather than an 
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actual one).  

Me: (I continued) Sir, in Rajgir there are 

Maniyar math temples, similarly 

is famous in Nalanda. 

Chairman: How pawapuri? 

Me: Here Mahavir got nirvana? 

Me: Nalanda is also famous for production 

of fruits and vegetables? 

Chairman: Which vegetables? 

Me: Sorry sir... 

Chairman: what do you study in 

Engineering? 

Me: In chemistry we study how reactants 

can be converted in products. 

Chairman: (Interrupting in between) no no

how it is different from chemistry

more have you got than chemistry?

Me: Sir, in chemical engineering we make 

reactions feasible on massive scale and also 

economically. We deal with the by

Chairman: So, why it is not called 

processing industries? 

Me: Because, chemical processes are 

involved here. (Nodded, looked satisfied)

Chairman: what more do you study?

Me: we read about environment and also 

about energy ...we also design equipments 

and in last year in the majors we design a 

plant for a company. 

Chairman: So what was your plant?

Me: it was about a ethylene glycol plant with 

a capacity of 1.5 MT (stopped for a moment 

and said 1, 50, 000 T). We had to design the 

whole plant. It was about manufacturing of 

ethylene glycol from ethylene oxide and 

water. 

Chairman: Was it done in a group or single

Me: Sir, in a group of 7 people. 

Chairman: Was it not possible to do it 

alone? 

Me: Sir, the plants was too big. T

too many calculations (Chairman, so for 

calculations you need people?) T

many areas like sourcing raw material, their 

storage, building equipments etc.
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Rajgir there are 

similarly Pawapuri 

 

alanda is also famous for production 

Chairman: what do you study in Chemical 

n chemistry we study how reactants 

in between) no no.. 

how it is different from chemistry? What 

more have you got than chemistry? 

in chemical engineering we make 

reactions feasible on massive scale and also 

e deal with the by-products.   

not called 

chemical processes are 

odded, looked satisfied). 

Chairman: what more do you study? 

Me: we read about environment and also 

about energy ...we also design equipments 

rs we design a 

o what was your plant? 

Me: it was about a ethylene glycol plant with 

a capacity of 1.5 MT (stopped for a moment 

e had to design the 

t was about manufacturing of 

glycol from ethylene oxide and 

Was it done in a group or single? 

 

not possible to do it 

There were 

hairman, so for 

There were 

many areas like sourcing raw material, their 

storage, building equipments etc. 

Chairman: So, Everyone was given one 

area? And it was difficult for one guy to 

complete it? 

Me: Yes sir, almost impossible

Chairman: (Interrupting in between) what 

are the problems of Bihar? 

Me: Overdependence on agriculture ... 82% 

population and 45% GDP (then said “gross 

state domestic product”) is from agriculture. 

It has become disguised employment (then 

said “disguised unemployment”). 

problem of floods and droughts especially in 

the North Bihar plains. There is problem of 

insurgency like that of Ranbir 

Sena etc. Also energy problem (meekly)

Chairman: What about literacy in 

(And then he asked another question and 

the question got skipped) 

 

Member 1: 

Member 1: which certificate d

or c? 

Me: Sir I was part of a camp for 10 days and 

no certificate was awarded. 

Member 1: What is the purpose of the NCC?

Me: To provide leadership qualities and for 

national brotherhood. 

Member 1: Who is a leader?

Me: A person who can lead a group and can 

co-ordinate them. 

Member 1: Why do we need a leader

Me: We need them to lead a group. 

good leader we can achieve higher trajectory 

growth, defend our borders better.

country will grow much faster.

Member 1: What are the qualities of a good 

leader? 

Me: Co-ordination ability, ability to 

recognize strength and weaknesses of 

members and giving them task as per their 

strengths and weakness. One who can give 

sagacious advices, resolve their problem

These are some of the qualities of a good 

leader. 

Member 1: What is Emotional 
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veryone was given one 

was difficult for one guy to 

es sir, almost impossible. 

g in between) what 

 

verdependence on agriculture ... 82% 

population and 45% GDP (then said “gross 

from agriculture.  

t has become disguised employment (then 

unemployment”). There are 

and droughts especially in 

here is problem of 

anbir Sena, Bhumi 

lso energy problem (meekly). 

hat about literacy in Bihar? 

nd then he asked another question and 

Member 1: which certificate did you get; a, b 

was part of a camp for 10 days and 

 

is the purpose of the NCC? 

o provide leadership qualities and for 

ho is a leader? 

person who can lead a group and can 

hy do we need a leader? 

e need them to lead a group. With 

good leader we can achieve higher trajectory 

growth, defend our borders better. The 

country will grow much faster. 

hat are the qualities of a good 

ordination ability, ability to 

strength and weaknesses of 

members and giving them task as per their 

ne who can give 

resolve their problem. 

hese are some of the qualities of a good 

motional Intelligence? 
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Me: the term was given by Mayer

if wondering why I told this extra 

information, anyway I continued).

the ability to recognize an emotion

them and respond properly with emotions.

Member 1: Is it a part of leadership skills

Me: Yes Sir. 

Member 1: What is the population of 

Me: 10 Crores and 38 Lakhs as per the 2011 

census and it was third after UP and 

Maharastra. 

Member 1: what is SWOT? 

Me: Strength Weakness Opportunities 

Test… (Pausing) I am not really sure sir.

Member 1: Ok, you are not sure (

lost the advantage, I was sure about 

strength, weakness and opportunity part; 

and last was threat which I was not sure

Member 1: There was a calamity? 

said in between ...Yes sir, Kosi calamity in 

2008.) 

So, What were the reasons? 

Me: Large catchment areas, Silting of rivers, 

Deforestation in upper catchment area were 

the main reasons. Lastly the shifting nature 

of river creates havoc among the people.

Member 1: How can you solve the problem

Me: By reverse engineering sir, afforestation 

in upper catchment areas, dredging of beds, 

drought control (then said “flood control 

programme”) flood plain zoning, early 

warning, construction of dams and 

embankments etc can solve the problem.

 

(passes onto the next female member and 

looked overall satisfied) 

Member2: 

Member 2: How can we deliver services 

effectively? 

Me: The delivery of services should be 

(Stopped as nothing came to mind; actually 

knew answers, had read it in 3 patches; 

what was needed to keep cool and recall 

them one by one). People should demand 
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Mayer (looked as 

told this extra 

continued). It means 

an emotion, manage 

them and respond properly with emotions. 

s it a part of leadership skills? 

hat is the population of Bihar? 

akhs as per the 2011 

census and it was third after UP and 

pportunities 

am not really sure sir. 

k, you are not sure (Actually 

was sure about 

strength, weakness and opportunity part; 

was not sure.)  

here was a calamity? It was. (I 

osi calamity in 

lting of rivers, 

eforestation in upper catchment area were 

the shifting nature 

s havoc among the people. 

ow can you solve the problem? 

y reverse engineering sir, afforestation 

ging of beds, 

drought control (then said “flood control 

n zoning, early 

warning, construction of dams and 

embankments etc can solve the problem. 

(passes onto the next female member and 

ow can we deliver services 

y of services should be fast. 

topped as nothing came to mind; actually 

knew answers, had read it in 3 patches; 

what was needed to keep cool and recall 

eople should demand 

services, barriers like disabi

barriers like cost should be overcome. 

Operational and institutional problems 

should be removed. 

Member 2: What are the impediment to 

effective delivery of services?

Me: Institutional problems like co

ordination between ministries 

problems like convergence of stakeholders

financial problem like funds are not issued 

and even if issued it doesn’t reach on time 

and finally technological issues like limited 

use of ICT. (Well answered I

told at a rapid pace; appeared as if 

mugged and vomited it). 

Member 2: So, you should build a blue print 

to resolve it? 

Me: yes mam. (She looked satisfied) 

Member 2: What will you do when you have 

a difference of opinion with your senior?

Me: I will write it in a separate note. (

asked am I a civil servant here? Others 

laughed.) 

Member 2: (She simply reiterated the 

question) No, what will you do

Me: As I mentioned mam I will write it in a 

separate note.  I differ from you in this 

particular issue. (She reiterated for she was 

hoping something else like I

convince the senior, and if he is violating 

rules I will be legal etc.)  

Member 2: With time the role of state has 

changed, has civil servants changed 

concomitantly (she paused for a moment as 

if I may not be able to understand the word 

concomitantly, then went on) to the n

circumstances? 

Me: India changed from closed economy to 

era of liberalization in 1991. 

be a change in the role of civil 

But I feel the civil servants have failed to 

change with the times and so there are talks 

of civil services reform. (Could

they need market oriented approach, now 

state is facilitator rather than regulator
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ility, economic 

like cost should be overcome. 

ational and institutional problems 

hat are the impediment to 

effective delivery of services? 

Institutional problems like co-

ordination between ministries , operational 

problems like convergence of stakeholders, 

roblem like funds are not issued 

and even if issued it doesn’t reach on time 

and finally technological issues like limited 

I feel now; but 

told at a rapid pace; appeared as if I had 

d build a blue print 

he looked satisfied)  

Member 2: What will you do when you have 

a difference of opinion with your senior? 

will write it in a separate note. (Then 

here? Others 

imply reiterated the 

what will you do? 

will write it in a 

from you in this 

he reiterated for she was 

I will try to 

r, and if he is violating 

ith time the role of state has 

changed 

concomitantly (she paused for a moment as 

may not be able to understand the word 

concomitantly, then went on) to the new 

ndia changed from closed economy to 

in 1991. So, there should 

be a change in the role of civil servants also. 

have failed to 

change with the times and so there are talks 

Could have added: 

they need market oriented approach, now 

state is facilitator rather than regulator.) 
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Member 2: What are the civil services 

reforms being talked about? Tell me at

one point (this is why I feel she was 

supporting me, otherwise she could have 

asked for something like tell me 5 points).

Me: Mam, we are talking about creation of a 

Civil Services Board. To check the excesses 

of political executives over permanent 

executives. It will deal with promotion, 

transfer etc. Also there have been talks

streamlining the departmental proceedings.

Member 2: Any more reforms? 

Me: Streamlining departmental proceedings 

to punish the corrupt Civil Servants

have said: to shed Hegelian attitude etc.; but 

in reality I knew these 2 point only)

 

Member 3: 
 Member 3: What is conscription?

Me: (I knew I had read it somewhere but 

was nothing came to mind) sorry sir.

Member 3: Compulsory military training

Did India ever go for conscription?

Me: Between the year 1963 – 68 NCC was 

made compulsory from voluntary in 

It is an example of conscription. 

Member 3: Good (seemed happy) should it 

be made compulsory now? 

Me: It is required in extraordinary 

circumstances such as war. But in normal 

times there may be a spiral of conscription 

by other countries which will lead to world 

war as it happened in case of WW

WW2. So Sir, it may be needed in 

emergency situation but in normal life it’s a 

bone of contention. (Actually stretched it 

too far, could of talked that it violates 

personal liberty etc.) 

Member 3: There has been 4 major changes 

after globalization. Food, dress, technology 

and innovation and ***** . Which is the 

most important among these? 

Me: Sorry Sir, I couldn’t remember the last 

two options. 

Member 3: Repeated. 
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hat are the civil services 

ell me at-least 

feel she was 

supporting me, otherwise she could have 

asked for something like tell me 5 points). 

re talking about creation of a 

o check the excesses 

permanent 

t will deal with promotion, 

have been talks of 

he departmental proceedings. 

 

treamlining departmental proceedings 

ervants. (Could 

ve said: to shed Hegelian attitude etc.; but 

knew these 2 point only) 

hat is conscription? 

had read it somewhere but 

was nothing came to mind) sorry sir. 

ompulsory military training. 

ever go for conscription? 

68 NCC was 

made compulsory from voluntary in India. 

 

ood (seemed happy) should it 

t is required in extraordinary 

ut in normal 

times there may be a spiral of conscription 

by other countries which will lead to world 

WW1 and 

it may be needed in 

emergency situation but in normal life it’s a 

stretched it 

too far, could of talked that it violates 

here has been 4 major changes 

ood, dress, technology 

hich is the 

emember the last 

Me: it’s technology. 

 Member 3: Give an example.

Me: ICT 

Member 3: Information and communication 

technology - computers, phones etc

other examples. Recently people have 

opposed the construction of dam.

Me: It can submerge large tract of land and 

can change the local environment.

change in local environment

part of any credible answer).

Member 3: (Interrupting in between)

no, why there is recent opposition (

null and void). Ok, tell me your points (he 

said nicely). 

Me: As I have said sir, submergence of 

land.. dam construction can change local 

environment conditions like it makes local 

area more humid. Similarly,

cracks it can create havoc ... for example it is 

said if Tehri dam bursts the water will reach 

as large (then corrected “as far as P

Also, there is problem of displacement 

have not been properly re-settled (

why I said as if it was the least important 

point).... 

Member 3: India has now become a part of 

globalization? Has it benefitted

Me: Indian companies are becoming 

competitive with use of R&D and venture 

funds (fumbling again). India companies 

will be competing more in coming years. 

They already are competing also but in 

coming years they will compete even more. 

So, globalization will prove a boon in years 

to come (could have added: 

companies have become global, they are 

becoming MNCs, they have bought up other 

companies. Sectors like IT and 

pharmaceuticals have already made a mark, 

there is sourcing of capital at soft rates.

and FII are source of technology 

and create employment opportunities: the 

best answer I knew and said a crap.

probably he was looking for its ill effects like 
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ive an example. 

nformation and communication 

computers, phones etc are 

ecently people have 

f dam. Why? 

t can submerge large tract of land and 

can change the local environment. (This 

environment is a hardly a 

part of any credible answer). 

nterrupting in between), no 

no, why there is recent opposition (I was 

tell me your points (he 

said sir, submergence of 

.. dam construction can change local 

environment conditions like it makes local 

imilarly, if dam bursts or 

c ... for example it is 

ehri dam bursts the water will reach 

rge (then corrected “as far as Patna”.) 

there is problem of displacement who 

settled (I wonder 

said as if it was the least important 

ndia has now become a part of 

benefitted India? 

Me: Indian companies are becoming 

competitive with use of R&D and venture 

ndia companies 

will be competing more in coming years. 

peting also but in 

they will compete even more. 

will prove a boon in years 

to come (could have added: India 

companies have become global, they are 

becoming MNCs, they have bought up other 

ectors like IT and 

ceuticals have already made a mark, 

there is sourcing of capital at soft rates.FDI 

are source of technology transfer 

and create employment opportunities: the 

knew and said a crap. Also 

probably he was looking for its ill effects like 
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increasing inequality.) 

Member 3: (Didn’t show any expression) 

Recently, malls are being set up in rural 

areas. Don’t you feel it will create 

employment? 

Me: Sir, is it about FDI in retail sector

Member 3: No malls are being set up, so 

there will be employment generation, what 

do you feel? 

Me: Sir, it will create employment in the 

organized sector but will displace far more 

people in the unorganized sector. 

will lead to more unemployment. (

figures like 94% retailers in unorganized

sector which has deep penetration.

was satisfied with the answer).  

 

(Passes onto the last member) 

Member4: 

Member 4: what central sector scholarship 

did you got? 

Me: I have got scholarship under central 

sector scheme ... it was 12K per annum

was given to top 25% candidates in the class 

12. 

Member: In College? 

Me: No sir, class 12th. Also I got merit cum 

means scholarship. It is given to top 25% 

candidates in the respective departments.

Member 4: You were also involved in 

CHESS? 

Me: Sir, it is chemical engineering society. 

(Everyone laughs)  

Member 4: Recently there was a chess 

match in which part of India, who won it

Me: Sorry Sir. 

Member 4: So many companies must be 

coming to IIT. Didn’t you get placed?

Me: I didn’t sit for placement. I wanted 

full focus on UPSC. 

Member 4: While doing job also you could 

have prepared. So, why you didn’t join?

Me: Yes sir, but it would have diverted me. 

And I have deep desire to compete as early 
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Didn’t show any expression) 

malls are being set up in rural 

on’t you feel it will create 

in retail sector? 

o malls are being set up, so 

yment generation, what 

it will create employment in the 

sector but will displace far more 

sector. Largely it 

will lead to more unemployment. (Knew 

unorganized 

sector which has deep penetration. But I 

 

r scholarship 

have got scholarship under central 

per annum, it 

s given to top 25% candidates in the class 

got merit cum 

t is given to top 25% 

departments. 

ou were also involved in 

emical engineering society. 

ecently there was a chess 

ndia, who won it? 

o many companies must be 

idn’t you get placed? 

wanted my 

hile doing job also you could 

why you didn’t join? 

it would have diverted me. 

have deep desire to compete as early 

as possible and if possible at the age of 21 

years. 

Member 4: Good (must be wondering, you 

know why).  So, how long you h

Delhi? 

Me: Sir, since last year May, I

Member 4: Ok for the preparations. 

something about physiography of 

Me: Delhi has Dharwar series (member 

wondering that was this the most important 

feature of Delhi, actually he wanted to hear 

that Delhi is actually a ridge and 

is a ridge that separates trans

plains from gangetic plains). 

series from Manju ka Tila to A

Member 4: (Some member said something) 

its Majnu ka Tila.... have you been ever 

there? 

Me: No sir. 

Member4: What is a ridge? 

area? 

Me: I have read about it but 

recall. (Was a very easy question, could have

possibly answered more than 5 minutes 

over it) 

Member 4: what do you read in geography?

Me: We read about land, air and water. 

the three components (fumbled while 

answering as was unable to remember the 

word geomorphology, oceanography and 

biogeography). Also we read about human 

geography in paper 1 and in detail about 

India in paper 2. 

Member 4: Why did you choose geography 

as Optional? 

Me: It is bit scientific. Easy 

material and guidance. And also it helps in 

prelims and mains preparations

Member 4: So for good marks?

Me: (could actually appreciate the question) 

It helps in prelims and mains sir.

Member 4: you are from Bokaro? So 

whose help it was established?

Me: it was established with the help of 

Soviet Union in 1964 and the first plant 
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as possible and if possible at the age of 21 

d (must be wondering, you 

how long you have been in 

, I am in Delhi. 

k for the preparations. Tell me 

something about physiography of Delhi. 

harwar series (member 

wondering that was this the most important 

elhi, actually he wanted to hear 

elhi is actually a ridge and I knew it, it 

trans-gangetic 

plains from gangetic plains). It has rialto 

Manju ka Tila to Alwar. 

ome member said something) 

ila.... have you been ever 

hat is a ridge? An uplifted 

have read about it but I am unable to 

as a very easy question, could have 

possibly answered more than 5 minutes 

read in geography? 

e read about land, air and water. All 

the three components (fumbled while 

answering as was unable to remember the 

word geomorphology, oceanography and 

lso we read about human 

geography in paper 1 and in detail about 

hy did you choose geography 

asy availability of 

nd also it helps in 

tions. 

o for good marks? 

Me: (could actually appreciate the question) 

t helps in prelims and mains sir. 

okaro? So with 

whose help it was established? 

s established with the help of 

nion in 1964 and the first plant 
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became operational in 1972. 

Member 4: You have rural background? 

must have met bureaucrats and so what are 

they supposed to do? 

Me: I have not been in their contact (but 

obvious things) sir but as I have read sir, 

they are supposed to help political 

executives in the formulation of policies and 

finally proper implementation once the 

policies are framed. 

 

Chairman takes over again
Chairman: So, you have played cricket. 

what you were? Batsman, bowler what

Me: Sir, Batsman. 

Chairman: At which place you played?

Me: Number third. 

Chairman: What are your preferences in 

UPSC? 

Me: IAS, IPS (taking a pause and failed to 

remember something) Indian account and 

audit department. More I am unable to 

recall. 

Chairman: suppose you become a civil 

servant. (Takes a pause) (And I looked as if 

why the hell he used the term suppose) and 

you are given three games to choose for 

development. Which game you will choose?

Me: cricket, football and hockey. 

hockey is our national game. 

Chairman: (interrupting) Cricket and 

hockey will take all your money. 

Me: judicious use can help. 

Chairman: (irritated) you have limited 

basket. Tell me name of any 2 oth

you would like to invest? 

Me: Sir, kabbadi. Since, it is played

rural and urban areas.  

Chairman: any other game?  

Me: (I kept thinking for the other)

Chairman: Your interview is over.

go. 

Me: I thanked the chairman first

other members. Left with the same pace 

came in. Didn’t turn back. Went straight out 
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ou have rural background? You 

and so what are 

have not been in their contact (but 

have read sir, 

are supposed to help political 

executives in the formulation of policies and 

finally proper implementation once the 

Chairman takes over again 

you have played cricket. So, 

atsman, bowler what? 

t which place you played? 

hat are your preferences in 

(taking a pause and failed to 

remember something) Indian account and 

I am unable to 

become a civil 

looked as if 

why the hell he used the term suppose) and 

you are given three games to choose for 

hich game you will choose? 

hockey. Since, 

ricket and 

 

Chairman: (irritated) you have limited 

ell me name of any 2 other game 

played in both 

kept thinking for the other) 

our interview is over. You may 

thanked the chairman first, then all 

eft with the same pace I 

ent straight out 

of the room. 

 

Self-Evaluation: 

Chairman: professional type, non 

responsive in most of the answers.

was really cordial. The board was

cordial, the best I can possibly have. 

given the age factor they were extra kind 

also. 

 

#10. ForumIAS Username 

Sultan  

Date: 4 June, FN session 

Interview Duration: 30mins (First one to go 

in the group) 

 

Background: 

 Electrical Engineering/Public 

Administration. 

 

Me- May I come in Sir? 

Ch- Please come in.  

(I walked 4-5 steps to reach the chair and 

pulled it out a bit. I don't remember 

whether I wished the Lady Member or not. 

Only the Chairman was looking at me.)

Ch- Take your seat. 

Me- (Sat down. I tried to make eye

with the members but they won't simply 

look at me.) Thank you, Sir.

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

Ch- (showing me my photograph) Is this 

you? 

Me- Yes Sir. 

Ch- (Reading aloud my hobbies: Reading 

books, Trekking, Watching Cinema) Tell me 

where have you been on treks?

Me- Sir, I have done only two treks, one to 

Dodital (Uttarkashi District) and ot

Triund (Kangra District) 
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Chairman: professional type, non 

responsive in most of the answers. But he 

The board was also very 

can possibly have. And 

r they were extra kind 

Username – 

Interview Duration: 30mins (First one to go 

/Public 

5 steps to reach the chair and 

it out a bit. I don't remember 

whether I wished the Lady Member or not. 

Only the Chairman was looking at me.) 

(Sat down. I tried to make eye-contact 

with the members but they won't simply 

Sir. 

hotograph) Is this 

(Reading aloud my hobbies: Reading 

books, Trekking, Watching Cinema) Tell me 

where have you been on treks? 

Sir, I have done only two treks, one to 

Dodital (Uttarkashi District) and other to 
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Ch- Where is this place 'Agoda'? 

Me- (Not being able to recall at first) 

Sir, it is a place on the way to Dodital. 

Actually we stayed there for a night and also 

took our guide from there. 

Ch- Were there any families in the 

Me- Yes, Sir. Actually it was Holi that day 

when we were going up and people were 

celebrating Holi. 

Ch- Do you know that Agoda was the 

epicenter of an earthquake (didn't mention 

when?). How can there be any houses?

Me- No, Sir we didn't know that 

went there so we did not inquire anything 

about it. 

Ch- Was there any snow where you went?

Me- Yes Sir, the whole lake was frozen, 

snow was everywhere. 

Ch- What kind of books do you read?

Me- Sir, I do not read any specific kind. I 

read whatever interests me. 

Ch- Name some books you have read.

Me- Catcher in the Rye, On the Road, 

Vernon God Little, English August etc. I 

read non-fiction too. 

Ch- Who are their writers? 

Me- (Named the writers.) 

Ch- Why don't youngsters nowadays read 

something in vernacular languages?

Me- (didn't know what to answer) Sir, 

personally I never developed an interest in 

Hindi books as our school and college 

libraries did not have them.  

Ch- How can it be so? I don't believe you. So 

how do you decide what you have to read? 

Do you read book reviews? 

Me- No Sir, I do not read reviews. I 

generally ask my friends. 

Ch- How do your friends get to know what 

you like? 

Me- It is just based upon their perception, 

as they know me.  

 

M1: 

M1- (He spoke quite unclear, could not 
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(Not being able to recall at first)  

Sir, it is a place on the way to Dodital. 

Actually we stayed there for a night and also 

Were there any families in the village? 

Yes, Sir. Actually it was Holi that day 

when we were going up and people were 

Do you know that Agoda was the 

epicenter of an earthquake (didn't mention 

when?). How can there be any houses? 

No, Sir we didn't know that when we 

went there so we did not inquire anything 

Was there any snow where you went? 

Yes Sir, the whole lake was frozen, 

What kind of books do you read? 

Sir, I do not read any specific kind. I 

Name some books you have read. 

Catcher in the Rye, On the Road, 

Vernon God Little, English August etc. I 

Why don't youngsters nowadays read 

cular languages? 

(didn't know what to answer) Sir, 

personally I never developed an interest in 

Hindi books as our school and college 

How can it be so? I don't believe you. So 

how do you decide what you have to read? 

No Sir, I do not read reviews. I 

How do your friends get to know what 

It is just based upon their perception, 

(He spoke quite unclear, could not 

comprehend the sentences but managed to 

make out that he was talking about the Rape 

incident in Badaun, an attack on a female 

High Court Judge and sexual violence) How 

can we tackle this issue? 

Me- Sir, women face harassment and 

violence in different forms in family, 

workplace and in everyday life. Laws can 

only solve the problem to some extent. We 

need to change the patriarchal mindset to 

completely curb the menace.

M1- Why are these incidents only happening 

in northern India? 

Me- Sir, the level of education is qui

north India as compared to northeast or 

southern India. Also, the Child Sex Ratio in 

Punjab and Haryana speaks about the 

prejudice against the girl child. 

M1- Are you aware of the recent legislation 

regarding the same? 

Me- Sir, Prevention of Sexual Harassment 

of Women at Workplace, Criminal Law 

Amendment Bill. 

M1- What are they about? 

Me- First is about constituting Internal 

Complaints Committee (ICC) in every 

organization to look into the cases of sexual 

harassment at workplace and the other 

regarding changes in the CrPC.

M1- What is the name for ICC?

Me- Sir, I don't know. 

M1- (Again could not make out his exact 

words, but managed to make out that he 

was asking about false complaints)

Me- Yes Sir, since the responsibility of 

providing the proof lies with the accused it 

might happen that a complaint is frivolous.

 

M2: 

M2 (lady member) - So you studied in an 

IIT. They are provided lot of funds by the 

Govt. and are also known as Centers of 

Excellence. But why is that the researchers 

and professors in IITs have not been able to 

solve the problems of the society? Do you 
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he sentences but managed to 

make out that he was talking about the Rape 

n attack on a female 

High Court Judge and sexual violence) How 

Sir, women face harassment and 

violence in different forms in family, at 

workplace and in everyday life. Laws can 

only solve the problem to some extent. We 

need to change the patriarchal mindset to 

completely curb the menace. 

Why are these incidents only happening 

Sir, the level of education is quite low in 

north India as compared to northeast or 

southern India. Also, the Child Sex Ratio in 

Punjab and Haryana speaks about the 

prejudice against the girl child.  

Are you aware of the recent legislation 

ual Harassment 

of Women at Workplace, Criminal Law 

 

First is about constituting Internal 

Complaints Committee (ICC) in every 

organization to look into the cases of sexual 

harassment at workplace and the other 

arding changes in the CrPC. 

What is the name for ICC? 

(Again could not make out his exact 

words, but managed to make out that he 

was asking about false complaints) 

Yes Sir, since the responsibility of 

lies with the accused it 

might happen that a complaint is frivolous. 

So you studied in an 

e provided lot of funds by the 

ovt. and are also known as Centers of 

Excellence. But why is that the researchers 

n IITs have not been able to 

solve the problems of the society? Do you 
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agree with my statement? 

Me- Yes Mam I agree, but the results of any 

technological research accrue in a long term 

and research done in a field might not be 

directly related to society.  

M2- But you are from IIT Kanpur. This 

issue is more pronounced in IIT Kanpur. Do 

you agree? 

Me- Mam, Personally I know some of the 

professors who are completely committed to 

their research and have set high standards. 

(I was being mentally irritated by th

question as there was no way I could have 

known the motivation of professors at IITs.)

M2- Do you know anything that IIT people 

do for the society? 

Me- Mam, actually there is an initiative by 

Prof. H C Verma called Shiksha Sopaan 

where student volunteers of IITK teach 

underprivileged kids of a nearby village. 

(Now she looked satisfied.) 

M2- You talked about changing the mindset 

of people, but it is a long term process. How 

can we change mindset? 

Me- Mam, by creating awareness and 

education. 

M2- Actually the education shou

from the family itself. 

Me- Yes Mam. 

 

M3: 

M3- You have done NCC in college. Why is 

it written here Compulsory Physical Activity 

(in my DAF)? Is NCC compulsory there?

Me- Sir, we have to choose any sport for 

Compulsory Physical Activity (CPA) and we 

are allowed to appear for trials in any 2 

sports. Those not able to qualify in trials are 

allotted NCC by default. 

M3- Which sports did you choose for the 

trial? 

Me- Sir, Cricket and Swimming. 

M3- Some countries have compulsory 

military training, do you know the term for 

that? 
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Yes Mam I agree, but the results of any 

technological research accrue in a long term 

and research done in a field might not be 

But you are from IIT Kanpur. This 

issue is more pronounced in IIT Kanpur. Do 

Mam, Personally I know some of the 

professors who are completely committed to 

their research and have set high standards. 

(I was being mentally irritated by the 

question as there was no way I could have 

known the motivation of professors at IITs.) 

Do you know anything that IIT people 

Mam, actually there is an initiative by 

Prof. H C Verma called Shiksha Sopaan 

of IITK teach 

underprivileged kids of a nearby village. 

You talked about changing the mindset 

of people, but it is a long term process. How 

Mam, by creating awareness and 

he education should start 

You have done NCC in college. Why is 

it written here Compulsory Physical Activity 

(in my DAF)? Is NCC compulsory there? 

Sir, we have to choose any sport for 

Activity (CPA) and we 

are allowed to appear for trials in any 2 

sports. Those not able to qualify in trials are 

Which sports did you choose for the 

 

Some countries have compulsory 

ry training, do you know the term for 

Me- Sorry Sir, I don’t know.

M3- It is called Conscription. What is the 

importance of NCC? 

Me- Sir, it instills a sense of discipline, unity 

and integrity amongst the youth and in 

times of emergency we could util

pool of trained students. In developed 

countries the population is low hence they 

require compulsory military training to 

tackle any external threat. 

M3- What is the composition of police force 

in a state? 

Me- Sir, the state and central police for

have two components, one is the civilian 

police and other is the armed forces.

M3- What is the difference between army 

and the police? 

Me- Sir, the army is responsible for securing 

the borders and preventing any external 

threat to sovereignty and integ

nation while the police is responsible for 

maintaining public order and prevent 

unlawful activities.  

M3- Why is that in case of any disaster we 

take the help of army? 

Me- Sir, the army is adept at surviving in 

harsh conditions and is trained t

rescue and relief operations and chalking 

out contingency plans. The National 

Disaster Response Force is also composed 

of military personnel. 

M3- In case of any disaster, who calls the 

army? 

Me- Sorry Sir, I’m not aware.

 

M4: 

M4- (Reading my DAF) so, you have done 

Electrical Engineering. Tell me what is the 

issue with the power sector?

Me- Sir, the deficiencies in the power sector 

are not related to the lack of natural 

resources but our inability to utilize the 

natural resources and high transmissi

and distribution losses. Power producers 

have been asking the govt. to speed up the 
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Sorry Sir, I don’t know. 

It is called Conscription. What is the 

Sir, it instills a sense of discipline, unity 

and integrity amongst the youth and in 

times of emergency we could utilize this 

pool of trained students. In developed 

countries the population is low hence they 

require compulsory military training to 

 

What is the composition of police force 

Sir, the state and central police forces 

have two components, one is the civilian 

police and other is the armed forces. 

What is the difference between army 

Sir, the army is responsible for securing 

the borders and preventing any external 

threat to sovereignty and integrity of the 

nation while the police is responsible for 

maintaining public order and prevent 

Why is that in case of any disaster we 

Sir, the army is adept at surviving in 

harsh conditions and is trained to manage 

rescue and relief operations and chalking 

out contingency plans. The National 

Disaster Response Force is also composed 

In case of any disaster, who calls the 

Sorry Sir, I’m not aware. 

so, you have done 

. Tell me what is the 

issue with the power sector? 

Sir, the deficiencies in the power sector 

are not related to the lack of natural 

resources but our inability to utilize the 

natural resources and high transmission 

and distribution losses. Power producers 

have been asking the govt. to speed up the 
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process of clearances for mining.

M4- Name any one type of energy that holds 

the key to the future for India? 

Me- Sir, Nuclear Energy. 

M4- How can you say nuclear energy

before any power plant is set up there are 

agitations and demonstrations. (

jokingly to M3) 

Me- Sir, the apprehensions of the local 

population are related to the lack of 

technological knowhow and in case of any 

natural disaster (Chairman interru

saying ‘Natural disaster?!!’ I corrected 

myself and said ‘Sorry Sir, nuclear disaster’) 

the locals will be the most affected. By 

incentivizing the locals through proper 

awareness, rehabilitation, and security of 

livelihood we can avoid such opposit

Chairman: 

Ch- How can you be in favor of nuclear 

power when there is so much opposition to 

the same? Can you name some countries 
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process of clearances for mining. 

Name any one type of energy that holds 

 

How can you say nuclear energy? Even 

before any power plant is set up there are 

agitations and demonstrations. (Said 

Sir, the apprehensions of the local 

population are related to the lack of 

technological knowhow and in case of any 

natural disaster (Chairman interrupted by 

saying ‘Natural disaster?!!’ I corrected 

myself and said ‘Sorry Sir, nuclear disaster’) 

the locals will be the most affected. By 

incentivizing the locals through proper 

awareness, rehabilitation, and security of 

livelihood we can avoid such opposition. 

How can you be in favor of nuclear 

power when there is so much opposition to 

the same? Can you name some countries 

that rely on nuclear power? 

Me- (without even a single thought) Sir, 

Germany, France, US, Japan. 

Ch- I am asking only those that have more 

than 50% as nuclear power.

Me- Sir, I am not sure. But a decade ago 

these developed nations relied heavily on 

nuclear power. Therefore for propelling the 

economy and sustaining the large 

population of India we need nuclear power. 

Other conventional sources are highly 

polluting. We also need to develop 

renewable energy sector which could meet 

the need for household and small scale 

consumption. Even now nuclear technology 

is considered to be safe and we can expect 

safer technology in near future. 

 

Ch- Ok, your interview is over. 

Me- Thank you Sir.  

(Wished the others too and left the room
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that rely on nuclear power?  

(without even a single thought) Sir, 

Germany, France, US, Japan.  

ose that have more 

than 50% as nuclear power. 

Sir, I am not sure. But a decade ago 

these developed nations relied heavily on 

nuclear power. Therefore for propelling the 

economy and sustaining the large 

population of India we need nuclear power. 

onventional sources are highly 

polluting. We also need to develop 

renewable energy sector which could meet 

the need for household and small scale 

consumption. Even now nuclear technology 

is considered to be safe and we can expect 

uture.  

Ok, your interview is over.  

(Wished the others too and left the room.) 
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CIVIL SERVICES EXAMINATION

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 

#1. ForumIAS Username 

Transcript 

Duration- 30min 

 

Background: Law 

Work Experience: Transfer Pricing

Hobby: Photography 

 

Questions:  
Chairman: 
* What do you think about progressive 

legislation? Should we have it? 

* What about progressive legislation for 

children?  

* Are they going beyond the mandate? Isn't

it better to have children working at tea 

stalls than sending to school? 

 

M1: 

* As SDM what you would do to increase 

literacy in your area? 

Chairman - Tell us something about the 

NJAC? 

* What was the old system?  

 

M2: 

* What is schedule 5 of constitution

original or added later? 

* What is your view on the work done under 

Schedule 5? 

* Tell me about Dowry Prohibition ACT? 

And what is definition of dowry under the 

Act?  

* What section of IPC deals with dowry?

(Note: I have law background) 

 

M3: 

M3 - Tell me about SAARC? Its problems
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CIVIL SERVICES EXAMINATION-(201

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS  
 

ForumIAS Username - 

Work Experience: Transfer Pricing 

hat do you think about progressive 

 

What about progressive legislation for 

Are they going beyond the mandate? Isn't 

it better to have children working at tea 

As SDM what you would do to increase 

Tell us something about the 

tution? Is it 

What is your view on the work done under 

Tell me about Dowry Prohibition ACT?  

of dowry under the 

What section of IPC deals with dowry? 

Tell me about SAARC? Its problems? 

* Why the problems? 

* Name some other regional associations 

and compare to SAARC? 

* Which is India's favourite 

(Note: IFS as 1st option) 

*Tell me what is transfer pricing?

* Please give some example.

(Note: I am lawyer with work ex

transfer pricing) 

 

M4: 

M4 - What is your thinking on beef and 

liquor ban? 

Chairman interjects - But liquor 

consumption is my fundamental right. 

Comment. 

* Questions on FR and DPSP

* What is your opinion on Death Penalty

* Is it right for state to take revenge on its 

own citizen by giving death penalty?

* How is it possible to bring down crime 

with death penalty? 

* Do you think crime will come down if we 

give lot of death sentence? 

* What do you do in free time?

* Where do you do Photography

photography) 

* Which movies have you watched recently?

* What is the role of Bollywood in our lives?

 

Ok Thank you.  
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2014-15) 

Name some other regional associations 

 neighbour?  

Tell me what is transfer pricing?  

Please give some example.  

I am lawyer with work experience of 

What is your thinking on beef and 

But liquor 

consumption is my fundamental right. 

Questions on FR and DPSP. 

What is your opinion on Death Penalty? 

Is it right for state to take revenge on its 

own citizen by giving death penalty? 

How is it possible to bring down crime 

Do you think crime will come down if we 

 

What do you do in free time? 

hotography? (Hobby = 

Which movies have you watched recently? 

ywood in our lives? 
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#2. ForumIAS Username 

@GKS08 

Background: 

Academics - Medical Science  

Place - Rajasthan  

 

Questions: 

Chairman:  

* Two questions regarding the name of my 

college.  

* Two questions regarding city of my 

college.  

* What 5 things will you target as health 

secretary of Rajasthan?  

* Give the incidence and prevalence

hypertension and diabetes in Rajasthan.

* What is the use of informal sources of 

information in formulating a Govt

*Can you quote these informal sour

your report?   

*Why was my college named, what it is 

named now. What was the previous name of 

my college? 

 

M1: 

* What is rap.  

* What is the history of rap.  

* Why and when it became popular.

* Recite your own composition ( here 

answered that I write very casually and 

maintain no record so I can compose 

something right away if you give me a topic 

as this particular style that is a rap battle is 

what I am interested in. She looked satisfied 

but if I would have recited something that 

would have been great)  

* Which villages/places have you visited in 

the past few years?  

* Tell me something special about any of the 

places you visited in the past few years.

* What part of your journey do you love the 

most and why?  
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regarding the name of my 

regarding city of my 

target as health 

prevalence of 

ajasthan.  

What is the use of informal sources of 

ovt. report?  

Can you quote these informal sources in 

Why was my college named, what it is 

named now. What was the previous name of 

Why and when it became popular.  

Recite your own composition ( here I 

write very casually and 

can compose 

give me a topic 

as this particular style that is a rap battle is 

am interested in. She looked satisfied 

would have recited something that 

Which villages/places have you visited in 

mething special about any of the 

places you visited in the past few years.  

What part of your journey do you love the 

M2: 

* What is Medical Tourism?

* Is it good or bad?  

* What are the legal issues involved in it

* Which country is our biggest customer in 

this regard?  

* Should it be given industry status

* Name 5 countries in priority order that 

you feel are important for us while 

formulating our foreign policy. Give reasons 

for every choice.  

* Why have you placed Pakistan at no

not at the top?  

 

M3 

* Rajasthan is famous for battles. Name a 

few.  

* Give 5 points about the Haldighati battle,

use only 1 word as points.  

* Why Maharana Pratap lost.

* What strategic mistake did 

Pratap commit?  

* Don't you watch TV?  

* What do you watch on TV 

* Can we clean the Ganga? How

* What will be your strategy to do so with 

the resources at hand?  

* What is human trafficking

* How big is it a problem for us

* How can it be checked?  

* What causes are responsible

 

M4: 

* What news from today's newsp

related to medicine drew your maximum 

attention?  

* What is gene therapy?  

* Can it be used to cure diseases

* What is Thalassemia?  

* Can it be cured by gene therapy

* What treatment is provided by your 

hospital for it?  

Then CM intervened and said thank you

you may leave now.  
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? 

What are the legal issues involved in it? 

biggest customer in 

Should it be given industry status? 

Name 5 countries in priority order that 

you feel are important for us while 

formulating our foreign policy. Give reasons 

akistan at no. 4 and 

Rajasthan is famous for battles. Name a 

aldighati battle, 

 

ratap lost.  

What strategic mistake did Maharana 

 these days?  

How?  

What will be your strategy to do so with 

What is human trafficking?  

How big is it a problem for us?  

What causes are responsible for it? 

What news from today's newspaper 

related to medicine drew your maximum 

Can it be used to cure diseases? 

Can it be cured by gene therapy? 

What treatment is provided by your 

Then CM intervened and said thank you, 
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Self Evaluation: 

The interview lasted for about 28 min. I 

answered most of the questions except

e.g. - 

1) Recite your own composition where 

hopefully satisfied her but still if 

have done what she asked for it would have 

been great.  

2) What strategic mistake did Mah

Pratap commit?  

3 Why is the prevelance and incidence of 

hypertension and diabetes in Rajasthan

The board was very cordial and there were 

few fun and laughing moments during the 

interview which really helped me cool down 

and speak freely.  

 

Hope it goes well. There were 6 boards and 

6 candidates on each board.  

N this time I was informed about the board 

just 2-3 min before the interview began.

 

#3. ForumIAS Username 

Transcript  

Questions: (seems freakish 

interview questions.) 

1. Which is higher among Gateway of 

and India Gate? 

2. Why difference between the heights of 

two? 

3. Who is responsible for ensuring there is a 

difference? 

4. Draw the map of Jammu &Kashmir

show Kargil, Daulat Beg Oldi and

area (in news for incursions recently

5. Locate POK. 

6. DRAW railway lines in north east.
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The interview lasted for about 28 min. I 

except few, 

Recite your own composition where I 

l if I could 

have done what she asked for it would have 

aharana 

is the prevelance and incidence of 

ajasthan?  

The board was very cordial and there were 

and laughing moments during the 

interview which really helped me cool down 

Hope it goes well. There were 6 boards and 

was informed about the board 

3 min before the interview began.  
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(seems freakish 

 

ateway of India 

hy difference between the heights of 

ho is responsible for ensuring there is a 

Kashmir, and 

d Chumar 

area (in news for incursions recently.) 

6. DRAW railway lines in north east. 

#4. ForumIAS Username 

Observer  

Background: 

Optional: Public Administration, 

Place: Bhagalpur,  

1 year experience as a developer .

 

Chhatar Singh board afternoon session

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* Question on software development?

* Which company, data security, laws 

ensure it. (explained a lot about these also.) 

Was trying to make a point 

security can be ensured. 

 

M1: 

* Asked preferences, then how disaster 

management will be ensured pre post

* You are a technical person how 

use technology, how you will act as a private 

citizen.  

* Why contact the district office

the other agencies involved. 

* Ok tell me about post disaster.

 

M2: 

* You have participated in O

me about it. Mass can neither be created nor 

destroyed which equation.  

* What energies are involved when we fire a 

gun? 

 * Difference between kinetic and potential 

energies?  

* Nano-technology in Everyday

future? 

 

M3: 

* Two incidents come to mind when 

Bhagalpur comes up. Can u mention

* Tell me about the blinding incident. Was it 

right to act in public pressure
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dministration,  

1 year experience as a developer . 

atar Singh board afternoon session 

* Question on software development? 

hich company, data security, laws 

(explained a lot about these also.) 

Was trying to make a point that no absolute 

erences, then how disaster 

will be ensured pre post? 

u are a technical person how you will 

u will act as a private 

he district office? What are 

the other agencies involved.  

Ok tell me about post disaster. 

Olympiad. Tell 

ass can neither be created nor 

 

What energies are involved when we fire a 

between kinetic and potential 

veryday life in the 

Two incidents come to mind when 

Bhagalpur comes up. Can u mention? 

Tell me about the blinding incident. Was it 

right to act in public pressure? 
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* Has the law and order situation improved? 

* He mentioned the other as the communal 

riots. 

 * Then asked as a DM how u will tackle riot 

situation?  

* Tell more. 

* What about relief and rehabilitation

* What you have to say about the child sex 

ratio in our country? 

 

M4: 

* What are the qualities as a engineer

will help you as an administrator

Then cross questioning began. 

 

Chairman: Thank you. 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Was nervous in the beginning, fumbled a 

bit. Later regained composure.  

Board was cordial (But in the beginning 

chairman was making me hurry to sit down 

before even wishing the other members.)

Long wait begins for me. Others keep a 

relaxed mind even during preparation 

phase. 

 

#5. ForumIAS Username 

Samurai IAS 
Name of Board - Chhatar Singh 

Date of Interview - 19th May 

Session - Forenoon 

Duration- ~ 30 minutes 

 

Background: 

Hobbies: Reading books, spending time 

with family, writing short stories

Optional: Public Administration 

Background: Computer Science Engineering

Experience: Worked as software en

for a year 

Home state - Andhra Pradesh 
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w and order situation improved? 

He mentioned the other as the communal 

Then asked as a DM how u will tackle riot 

and rehabilitation? 

u have to say about the child sex 

What are the qualities as a engineer which 

administrator? 

Was nervous in the beginning, fumbled a 

 

beginning 

chairman was making me hurry to sit down 

before even wishing the other members.)  

Long wait begins for me. Others keep a 

relaxed mind even during preparation 

ForumIAS Username – 

 

Reading books, spending time 

with family, writing short stories. 

 

ackground: Computer Science Engineering 

Worked as software engineer 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

1. Asked if I am working? 

2. The new language on internet (

used for writing to, all mix of alpha 

numerical and symbols), where is it 

heading? 

3. Do we need a regulation on this?

4. Official communication? How to 

regulate?  

5. How do you spend time? 

6. Don't you think after 100 years, you will 

not see families anymore? 

 

M1: 

1. Greenfield capital in AP. Is it better or the 

way Uttarakhand did it in phases?

2. Do we really need a new capital and new 

structures altogether? 

3. Asked about significant provisions in GST 

bill? 

4. Already there are different taxes at centre 

and states, why again CGST and SGST?

5. What does goddess Lakshmi represent?

(My name has Lakshmi in it)

6. What does goddess Saraswati represent?

7. What is important, wealth or education?

8. What should administration focus on, 

wealth creation or capacity-

 

M2: 

1. Asked about my work experience

warehousing) 

2. What is data warehousing and how could 

it help administration today?

3. How does this help the Digital India 

initiative? 

4. Tell me, as a district collector, how do you 

make use of a data warehouse in 

administration (took up a case and 

explained) 

5. How is it helpful for working of RTI?
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2. The new language on internet (e.g.- 2 is 

all mix of alpha 

where is it 

3. Do we need a regulation on this?  

4. Official communication? How to 

  

6. Don't you think after 100 years, you will 

 

1. Greenfield capital in AP. Is it better or the 

way Uttarakhand did it in phases? 

new capital and new 

nificant provisions in GST 

4. Already there are different taxes at centre 

and states, why again CGST and SGST?  

5. What does goddess Lakshmi represent? 

(My name has Lakshmi in it) 

oes goddess Saraswati represent? 

7. What is important, wealth or education? 

8. What should administration focus on, 

-building? 

1. Asked about my work experience? (Data 

2. What is data warehousing and how could 

t help administration today? 

3. How does this help the Digital India 

4. Tell me, as a district collector, how do you 

make use of a data warehouse in 

(took up a case and 

5. How is it helpful for working of RTI? 
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M3: 

1. What is ethics? 

2. How do you ensure ethics in 

administration? 

3. How do you be a role model? What will 

you do? 

 

M4: 

1. So, you write short stories. How many 

have you written? 

2. On what topics do you write --

in particular? 

3. Who is your favorite writer? 

4. Which book of his do you like the most?

4. In which languages have you written 

them? 

5. Why do you write short stories?

6. As a comp science graduate, tell me, is 

human resource valuable? 

7. Why? 

8. What do you prefer over IT/human 

resource? Why? 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Own feedback about the interview / board 

I felt comfortable with the board members

smiling and talking very cordially. Most of 

the questions were opinion based.

 

 

#6. ForumIAS Username 

Royalsree  
Date of interview - 22-05-2015 

Session - Afternoon 

Duration - 40 minutes 

 

Background: 

Graduation - Mechanical Engineering

Hobby - Solving puzzles, watching football

Optional - Sociology 
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3. How do you be a role model? What will 

1. So, you write short stories. How many 

-- any theme 

4. Which book of his do you like the most? 

4. In which languages have you written 

5. Why do you write short stories? 

graduate, tell me, is 

8. What do you prefer over IT/human 

Own feedback about the interview / board - 

I felt comfortable with the board members, 

smiling and talking very cordially. Most of 

the questions were opinion based.  

ForumIAS Username - 

 

Mechanical Engineering 

Solving puzzles, watching football 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

Q. So, what does your name mean?

Q. What do you study in mechanical 

engineering? Explain in layman’s terms.

Q. So, what all do you study? (I replied we 

study about automobiles, air conditioning 

etc) 

Q. Ok. Automobiles used to be called as 

motor car. Why is it so? 

Q. Where does the motor in the motor car? 

(Did not answer as I didn’t have a clue on it)

Q. Tell me how what you studied in 

mechanical engineering will help you in civil 

service? 

Q. What are the qualities needed for a 

leader? (I mentioned some)

Q. What more? (Tried to add more, but 

stopped it realizing its better not to bl

 

M1: 

Q. Tell me what is the difference between 

permanent government and political 

government? (She meant the bureaucracy 

and the elected government)

Q. Can you tell me the difference between 

the two? (Missed the non-partisanship part)

Q. Which among the two qualities 

leadership or man management 

needed in administration? 

Q. Can you tell me the recent issues that are 

occurring in Delhi between the CM and LG?

Q. What is the reason for this issue to have 

sprung up? 

Q. If you are made in power,

do to make the side of the bureaucracy 

safer? 

Q. Do you know about Make in India? Why 

was it introduced? 

Q. What are the various problems that the 

government has faced in making this a 

reality? 
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Q. So, what does your name mean? 

Q. What do you study in mechanical 

ing? Explain in layman’s terms. 

Q. So, what all do you study? (I replied we 

study about automobiles, air conditioning 

Q. Ok. Automobiles used to be called as 

Q. Where does the motor in the motor car? 

t have a clue on it) 

Q. Tell me how what you studied in 

mechanical engineering will help you in civil 

Q. What are the qualities needed for a 

leader? (I mentioned some) 

Q. What more? (Tried to add more, but 

its better not to bluff) 

Q. Tell me what is the difference between 

permanent government and political 

government? (She meant the bureaucracy 

and the elected government) 

Q. Can you tell me the difference between 

partisanship part) 

he two qualities – 

leadership or man management – is more 

 

Q. Can you tell me the recent issues that are 

occurring in Delhi between the CM and LG? 

Q. What is the reason for this issue to have 

Q. If you are made in power, what will you 

do to make the side of the bureaucracy 

Q. Do you know about Make in India? Why 

Q. What are the various problems that the 

government has faced in making this a 
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M2: 

Q. So, your hobby is watching football? Do u 

play football? 

Q. Who is your role model? (I replied my 

father, they told me to tell outside personal 

relations. I said Gandhiji) 

Q. Ok tell me what teachings of Gandhiji u 

feel influenced you? 

Q. Does Gandhiji’s method of Satyagraha 

hold true in the present society? 

Q. Don’t you think there is a large misuse of 

Gandhiji’s method of Satyagraha in the 

present society? 

Q. Okay, tell me what you understand by a 

smart city? 

Q. What are the various parameters that 

define a smart city? (I answered availability 

of health, education etc) 

Q. What will you do to convert your region 

to a smart city? 

 

M3: 

Q. What are the three main issues that India 

faces and how to solve them? (I said 

agricultural crisis, LWE and Violence 

against women) 

Q. Are there more? (Yes, poverty 

unemployment etc. Prioritizing varies with 

person) 

Q. Tell me how to solve these issues?

Q. What are the reasons for the farmer 

suicide? 

Q. Okay, tell me the next one. LWE is 

confined to a region. How can that be sai

as the problem of India as a whole?

Q. Why do you think violence against 

women continue to persist in our country?

 

M4: 

Q. Consider your state (Kerala) and Punjab. 

One has high social indicators and low per 

capita income while it is opposite in Punjab. 

What is the reason for this? 

He asked only one question. Hands over to 

Chairman. 
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your hobby is watching football? Do u 

Q. Who is your role model? (I replied my 

father, they told me to tell outside personal 

Q. Ok tell me what teachings of Gandhiji u 

atyagraha 

 

Q. Don’t you think there is a large misuse of 

atyagraha in the 

Q. Okay, tell me what you understand by a 

Q. What are the various parameters that 

smart city? (I answered availability 

Q. What will you do to convert your region 

What are the three main issues that India 

faces and how to solve them? (I said 

agricultural crisis, LWE and Violence 

es, poverty 

varies with 

Q. Tell me how to solve these issues? 

Q. What are the reasons for the farmer 

Q. Okay, tell me the next one. LWE is 

confined to a region. How can that be said 

as the problem of India as a whole? 

Q. Why do you think violence against 

women continue to persist in our country? 

(Kerala) and Punjab. 

One has high social indicators and low per 

capita income while it is opposite in Punjab. 

y one question. Hands over to 

Okay, Your interview is over. Thank you

Time – 40 minutes. 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Opinion on the board - Very cordial board. 

Even if we do not give the answer they want, 

they try to make us give that answer. I think 

the question asked by M3 is asked by this 

board to everyone, so please do make an 

answer for that. More than satisfied with the 

interview, keeping my fingers crossed.

 

#7. ForumIAS Username 

Abhishek Gupta 
Date :- 25th May, 2015 (Afternoon)

 

Background: 

Hobby : Playing Musical Instruments, 

Tantra & Yoga 

Optional : Literature of Sanskrit Language

 

Interview Medium :- �हदं�  

Questions: 

Chairman: 

Chairperson : So you are अथ�शा��ी

(economics in my PG), as well as 

(optional), योगी और त�ं जानने

कह�ग?े? 

Me: जी तां��क  

Chairperson: गणत�ं म� त�ं का

Me : समहू एव ंउसका �भ�ुव  

Chairperson: तो हम �या ह� ??

Me: गणतां��क रा�� ह�  

Chairperson: आपक� hobby है

instruments बजाना; �या-�या

Me: - बांसरु�, हारमो�नयम 
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Okay, Your interview is over. Thank you 

Very cordial board. 

Even if we do not give the answer they want, 

make us give that answer. I think 

the question asked by M3 is asked by this 

board to everyone, so please do make an 

answer for that. More than satisfied with the 

keeping my fingers crossed. 

ForumIAS Username – 

ay, 2015 (Afternoon) 

Hobby : Playing Musical Instruments, 

Optional : Literature of Sanskrit Language 

 

अथ�शा��ी 

(economics in my PG), as well as शा��ी 

जानने वाले को �या 

का �या मतलब है?  

?? 

है musical 

�या बजात ेह� आप? 
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Chairperson: और 

Me: अ�य सषुीर वा�य जैस ेशहनाई, बीन

Chairperson:- बीन बजा लेत ेह�? 

Me: - जी.. चार छेद वाल�  

Chairperson: एक गाना है; ‘तन डोल,े 

�कस वा�य य�� प ेबजाया गया है? (बीन

स ेपछूा) 

Me: जी mandolin पर  

Chairperson: बीन नह�?ं? 

Me: नह�,ं  हेमतं कुमार जी को �रकॉ�ड�ग

बीन के जैसी आवाज चा�हए थी, जो उ�ह�ने

स े�रकॉड� क� 

Chairperson: Marvelous, that’s very nice. 

पकड़ है आपक�  

Chairperson: भारत �वकास कर रहा 

Me: जी ज�र कर रहा है  

Chairperson: कैस े 

Me: �पछले quarter म� GDP growth rate 

Chairperson: �या GDP ह� एक मा�

Me: नह� ंHDI hai, Happiness index 

अनसुार केवल आ�थ�क �ग�त सब कुछ

human resource का development 

चा�हए. 

Chairperson: Happiness index �या

Me: भटूान इसम� टॉप पर है �यू�ंक वहां

खुश ह�. 

Chairperson: पर �यू ँखुश ह�? 

Me: शायद धा�म�क कारण� स े

Chairperson: जापान �यादा धा�म�क

Me: तो शायद भौ�तकता कारण होगा. 

Interview Compilation by  

Free download of interview transcripts is available on ForumIAS.com

बीन 

, मन डोल’े 

बीन क� वजह 

�रकॉ�ड�ग के �लए 

उ�ह�ने म�डो�लन 

that’s very nice. 

 है? 

GDP growth rate बढ़� है  

मा� पमैाना है  

HDI hai, Happiness index है; HDI के 

कुछ नह�.ं 

evelopment भी होना 

�या है?  

वहा ंके नाग�रक 

धा�म�क है, �फर 

. जहा ँ

भौ�तकता कम है वो लोग �यादा 

Chairperson: �फर तो उड़ीसा के

होने चा�हय� . 

Me: ले�कन थोडा बहुत infrastructural 

development भी होना चा�हए. 

Chairperson: आप DM ह�ग ेतो

करोगे. 

Me: जो ये MNREGA म� काम हो

permanent assets नह� ंबन रहे

चाहँूगा 

Chairperson: MNREAGA का

permanent assets बनाना. 

Me: ले�कन जो ये temporary assets 

रोड बनात ेह�, अगले साल बह जाती

इससे बेहतर है �क य�द फ�ड नह�ं

फ�ड इक�ा करके एक ह� asset बनाये

permanent. 

Chairperson: आपको MNREGA 

मालमू है. 

Me: हा ँजी बेरोजगार भ�ूमह�न प�रवार�

कम एक सद�य को 100 �दन रोजगार

Chairperson: �फर permanent assets 

कहा ँस ेआ गए. 

Me: �यू�ंक य�द assets नह� ंबने

बढ़ेगी. य�द पसै ेबांटना ह� सरकार

बेरोजगार� के खात ेम� DBT कर देती

भी चाहती है �क MNREGA स ेकुछ

constructive हो. 

Chairperson:  दे�खय ेMNREGA 

ह� �दया जाएगा. एक पा�लसी है �क
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 खुश ह�. 

के लोग �यादा खुश 

infrastructural 

 

तो कैस े�वकास 

हो रहा है, उसमे 

रहे ह�, वो बनाना 

का मकसद ह� नह�ं है 

temporary assets बना रहे ह� �क 

जाती, �फर बनात ेह�. 

नह� ंहै तो तीन साल का 

बनाये ले�कन 

MNREGA का उ�े�य 

प�रवार� म� स ेकम स े

रोजगार देना ... 

permanent assets बीच म� 

बने तो म�ुा�फ��त 

सरकार का उ�े�य होता तो 

देती सीधे ह�. सरकार 

कुछ तो 

MNREGA स ेतो रोजगार 

�क य�द assets 
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बनाने ह� तो दसुरे �वभाग MNREGA के

काम कर सकत ेह�. 

Me: OK सर. 

 

M2: 
M2 was satisfied with my point (inflation 

due to MNREGA), so 

M2: आपक� �वकास क� रणनी�त �या 

Me: जी infrastructure development

 य�द हमारे �े� क� बात क�ँ तो नहर� म�

पानी आना चा�हए. 

Chairperson: च�बल म� पानी है.  

Me: सर मौसम प े�नभ�र करता है. अभी

12m3/s है वो बरसात� म� बढ़कर 1500m

जाएगा. य�द उस समय बाँध बनाकर पानी

कर �लया जाए तो काम आएगा. 

Chairperson: ओहो बाँध,  सरदार सरोवर

सनुा है, �कतना बवाल हो रहा है, �या लोग

नह� ंकर�ग.े 

Me: नह� ंसर लोग� को पानी चा�हए. 

Chairperson: पानी तो सरदार सरोवर

के लोग� को भी चा�हए �फर भी �वरोध हो

Me: �वरोध बाँध का नह�ं पनुवा�स का है

tehri dam के �व�था�पत� को ह� compensation 

नह� ं�मल पाया परूा न ह� उ�चत �कार से

पाया. 

Chairperson: �फर �या सम�या है. च�बल

�यू ँनह� ंल ेरहे. 

Me: आग ेपांचना dam है. वहा ंके लोग

पहल ेहमारे यहाँ च�बल स ेपानी आय ेतब

dam स ेपानी release कर�ग ेनह� ंतो उनका
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के साथ �मलके 

M2 was satisfied with my point (inflation 

 रहेगी? 

infrastructure development 

म� च�बल स े

अभी जो flow 

1500m3/s हो 

पानी को store 

सरोवर का नाम 

लोग �वरोध 

सरोवर बाँध के पास 

हो रहा है न. 

है. आज तक 

compensation 

स ेपनुवा�स हो 

च�बल स ेपानी 

लोग कहत ेह� �क 

तब हम पांचना 

उनका water 

level डाउन हो जायेगा.. वहा ंभी गजु�र

problem है. अभी भी गजु�र� ने आ�दोलन

है. वह�. 

Ok, ok…. … 

M2: इसके अलावा �कस चीज पर

बनने पर. 

Me: जी रेल रोड स�ुवधाओ ंपर. राज�थान

क�ँ तो अभी भी यहाँ रेल रोड density 

महारा�� स ेबहुत पीछे. 

Chairperson: राज�थान �वकास

Me: HDI म� 23 रा�य� म� 17th �थान

का. अभी भी BIMARU रा�य� म�

 

M2: There is a saying the upcoming century 

is not of US, what is this? 

Me: Yes sir, the upcoming century is of 

China and India. USA which was a financial 

hub. Now, China with the enactment of 

BRICS bank and AAIB, becoming a financial 

superpower. USA is world leader today only 

now in R&D. But there are some Chin

university in top 100 global universities

Soon china will overtake US in R&D, 

then US will no more world leader

 

M2: EU countries growth rate near to 1 or 2 

percentage while India’s 7%. 

lagging behind in development

Me: Sir every country takes a take off stage 

in economic progress. These countries are 

now in fifth stage of Rostow’s 

theory. When they were in their take of 

period, they too developed at this pace of 7

8 %. Now, India is in take off stage
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गजु�र vs. others 

आ�दोलन कर रखा 

पर जोर रहेगा DM 

राज�थान क� बात 

density बहुत कम है. 

�वकास दर म� कहा ँहै. 

�थान था राज�थान 

म� है सो �पछड़ा है. 

M2: There is a saying the upcoming century 

Me: Yes sir, the upcoming century is of 

USA which was a financial 

hina with the enactment of 

ecoming a financial 

USA is world leader today only 

ut there are some Chinese 

university in top 100 global universities. 

oon china will overtake US in R&D, and 

US will no more world leader. 

growth rate near to 1 or 2 

7%. Still India is 

behind in development? 

Me: Sir every country takes a take off stage 

These countries are 

ostow’s Growth 

hen they were in their take of 

period, they too developed at this pace of 7-

ndia is in take off stage. 
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M3: 

M3: आपने PG economics स ेक� है, 

non-collegiate?? 

Me: Non-collegiate 

M3: आपने इकोनॉ�म�स पढ़� है? 

Me: जी हा ँ

M3: सो कुछ पछू सकता हँू? 

Me: जी ज�र 

 

M3: तो बेटा Do you know who was Marshall

Me: Yes sir, Classical Economist.

M3: No no.. I mean who were Ricardo, M

Me: Sir those were classical economists.

M3: So what about Marshall? Have u heard 

micro economics?  

Me: Yes sir. 

 

M3: So who was proponent of macro 

economics? 

Me: John Maynard Keynes. 

M3: Who was Adam smith? 

Me: Father of economics 

M3: What was his view? Exact term

Me: Invisible hand theory 

 

M3: No.. No….. Exact word…. 

Me: Laissez Faire. 

M3:- Very good. 

  

What was Keynesian view.  

Me: He was proponent of fiscal policy.

Previously classical economists were in of 

view that state must not intervene in 

economy but after great depression, Keynes 

established the view of govt. intervention to 

come out economy of depression

 

M3: Who was Milton Friedman?

Me: Neo-monetarist 

M3:- And what else. 

Me: - Sorry, I don’t know. 

M3:- Nobel Prize winner. 
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 regular या 

Do you know who was Marshall? 

. 

No no.. I mean who were Ricardo, Mill? 

Sir those were classical economists. 

ave u heard 

M3: So who was proponent of macro 

xact term? 

as proponent of fiscal policy. 

reviously classical economists were in of 

that state must not intervene in 

economy but after great depression, Keynes 

established the view of govt. intervention to 

come out economy of depression 

? 

Me: Obviously sir.  

 

M3: So there was a debate between 

Keynesian and Freidman approaches. 

was that? 

Me: Sorry 

 

M3: Do you know three principles of 

Keynes? 

Me: Can’t recall. 

 

M3: Effective demand, multiplier, 

accelerator. 

Me: Oh yes. Remembered. 

 

M3: What is multiplier. 

Me: With one Rs. increase in investment, 

how much increment will be in capital (can’t 

recognize exactly.) 

 

M3: Ok good, Which policy is good for 

India? 

Me: Sir fiscal policy  

 

M3: Why? 

Me: To give the benefits of the 

the marginal section of the society, s

intervention is necessary. M

of RBI is to control inflation and even R

feel itself handicapped without the proper 

intervention of govt.  So fiscal policy is 

necessary. 

M3: Very good. 

 

M4: 

M4: So you know GDP in nominal terms

GDP in PPP terms? 

Me: Yes sir India ranks 7th in nominal while 

3rd on PPP basis.  

M4: What is PPP 

Me: Purchasing power parity, the 

comparison of the price of a bundle of goods 

and services in a specific country

M4: Don’t you think PPP is misleading

Me: - No sir. It is exact measure for GDP
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M3: So there was a debate between 

Keynesian and Freidman approaches. What 

M3: Do you know three principles of 

M3: Effective demand, multiplier, 

 

s. increase in investment, 

how much increment will be in capital (can’t 

Which policy is good for 

Me: To give the benefits of the economy to 

the marginal section of the society, state 

Monetary policy 

is to control inflation and even RBI 

feel itself handicapped without the proper 

o fiscal policy is 

in nominal terms? 

ndia ranks 7th in nominal while 

Me: Purchasing power parity, the 

comparison of the price of a bundle of goods 

and services in a specific country. 

: Don’t you think PPP is misleading? 

t is exact measure for GDP. 
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Because, the price of a cup of coffee/tea in 

USA is more than in India. So, although 

GDP of US is higher in nominal terms

Rs. is sufficient for a person in India per day 

while 2$ are not sufficient per day in USA

 

M4: Good, So what steps are necessary in 

future by govt. for achieving two digit 

growth? 

Me: Sir two digit growth is possible only if 

we contain corruption and more investment 

in infrastructure. USSR and china s

digit growth because of heavy investment in 

infrastructure and heavy industries

M5: 

M5: पांचवी और छठ� अनसुचूी �या है.

Me: सर याद नह� ं

 

M5: Forest right Act 

Me: हा ँवनवा�सय� को जंगल� पर उनके

�दए गए. 

M5: �या 

Me: �क वो उपज इक�ा कर सकत ेह� जैसे

शहद. इससे उ�ह� अपनापन महससू होगा

अपने पया�वरण को भी सरु��त रख�ग.े 

M5: पर मलू अ�धकार �या �दया गया 

Me: �क वो जंगल� पर अपना हक़ समझे

�व�था�पत न होना पड़.े 

M5- कैस े?? 

Me: (मना करने म� सर �हला �दया ) 

 

M5: प�ा सनुा है. उ�ह� जमीन के प�े �दए

Me: शायद 

 

M5:  तो आपको पांचवी छड़ी अनसुचूी नह�ं

Me: शायद north east के आ�दवा�सय�
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the price of a cup of coffee/tea in 

although 

GDP of US is higher in nominal terms, 100 

s sufficient for a person in India per day 

while 2$ are not sufficient per day in USA. 

So what steps are necessary in 

future by govt. for achieving two digit 

Me: Sir two digit growth is possible only if 

we contain corruption and more investment 

in infrastructure. USSR and china saw two 

digit growth because of heavy investment in 

infrastructure and heavy industries. 

. 

उनके अ�धकार 

जैस ेक�था, 

होगा और वो 

 

 है इस Act म�. 

समझ ेिजससे उ�ह� 

�दए गए ह�. 

नह�ं पता? 

आ�दवा�सय� स े

स�ब�ंधत है. 

 

M5: नवी अनसुचूी �या है? 

Me: चकबदं� के �लए भ�ूम अ�ध�हण

का�तकार� म� बांटने के समय नेह�जी

मा�लक� ने कई सारे कोट� केस कर

बचने के �लए इस अनसुचूी म� ऐसे

गए िजससे judiciary review से

M5: दसवी अनसुचूी �या है? 

Me: दल बदल स ेस�ब�ंधत है �क

का टूटना अयो�य माना जायेगा. 

 

M5: कब बनी  

Me: शायद 1992 या 1995 म�  

(इस अ�ंतम ��न ने बड़ा परेशान 

समय भी खूब �दया जवाब देने को

आता था ... ��न अ�छा था ) 

 

Chairman again: 

Chairperson : ये जो land acquisition bill 

land तो state का subject है �फर

जोर �यू ँदे रहा है? 

Me: (It was a bouncer for me

for 30 seconds) 

 

Chairperson : आपको नह� ंलगता

अ�धकार� का उ�लघंन है? 

Me: हा ँसर उ�लघंन तो GST भी

Chairperson: वो अलग मसला 

म�ुे ह� जो क� � के अ�धकार म� है. 

Me: हा,ँ Excise etc. 

Chairperson : �फर ल�ड �बल पर
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अ�ध�हण करके उस े

नेह�जी के समय भ�ूम 

कर �दए थे. उनसे 

ऐसे �वषय डाल �दए 

स ेबचा जा सके. 

�क एक �तहाई स ेकम 

 

 �कया... उ�ह�ने 

को पर जवाब नह� ं

land acquisition bill है तो 

�फर centre इस पर 

Me: (It was a bouncer for me, I kept silence 

लगता ये रा�य� के 

भी है 

 है. GST म� कुछ ऐसे 

 

पर क� � अड़ा �यू ँहै?  
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Me: शायद SEZ क� तरह क� � का �भ�ुव

Chairperson : SEZ का मसला अलग

जमीन तो रा�य ह� खर�द कर देता है तो

ऊपर ह� �यू ँनह� ंछोड़ देता क� �?  

Me: शायद development perspective 

स ेएक रा�य तो नी�त बना ल ेजमीन अ�ध�हण

दसूरा नह� ंबनाये. 

Chairperson: ज�र� थोड़ ेह� हर रा�य

Me: शायद wasteland अ�ध�हण के 

Chairperson : Wasteland कहा ँहै? 

जमीन �कसान क� ह�, तो हर रा�य �क 

अलग है, सभी म� एक समान �नयम �यूँ

नह� ंचाहे अपनी जमीन देना. 

Me: इ�सलए तो पजंाब जैस ेजगह� पर 

crop है वो तयैार नह�ं ह�ग ेजब�क राज�थान

single crop वाले तयैार हो जाय�ग ेतो देश

समान नी�त नह� ंबन पाएगी. 

Chairperson : अरे भाई कोई रा�य चाहता

�वकास करना, अपनी जमीन नह� ंदेना 

�यू ँजबरद�ती कर रहा है? 

Me: (Again I kept silence for 30 S

Ok, आप जा सकत ेह�. 

Me: ध�यवाद 

 

(Interview lasted for 40-45 minutes

और स�दय था) 
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�भ�ुव रहे. 

अलग है. अभी भी 

तो रा�य� के 

development perspective �क वजह 

अ�ध�हण क� 

रा�य �वकास चाहे. 

�लए.  

 जायेगी तो 

 जमीन अलग 

�यू?ँ कोई रा�य 

 जहा ँmulti 

राज�थान जैस े

देश म� एक 

चाहता ह� नह� ंहै 

 चाहता. क� � 

Seconds) 

45 minutes,  बोड� न� 

#8. ForumIAS Username 

Comte 
21st May, Afternoon session

 

Background: 

Chemical Engineering in IITB (B

M. Tech), no job exp;  

Hockey, mountaineering, NCC

mentioned.  

Hobbies are Reading Books and Swimming, 

Optional Sociology 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* What is your name Somay or Vinayak?

* What is meaning of your name?

* How much of chemical eng

remember? (I say, I know the basics, but he 

didn’t ask.) 

* Did you have project in your last year?

* What did u do in your M. T

* What kind of books do you read?

* Tell me about theories of Amartya Sen?

 (I had said I read Uncertain Glory by A. Sen 

and Jean Dreze) 

( I talk about Development As Freedom and 

Human Development Theory

* But there is one more theory? C

me about that? (I talk about his justice 

theory, but he was looking for something 

else.) 

 

M1: 

* What did u do in Mountaineering?

* Which all places have you trekked to?

* You come from Maharashtra

there are so many farmer suicides 

Maharashtra? 

* What will you do as DM to solve this 

problem? 

* What are the challenges faced by a civil 

servants? 

* There are so many challenges then why 
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21st May, Afternoon session 

in IITB (B. Tech and 

NCC, boxing 

Hobbies are Reading Books and Swimming, 

omay or Vinayak?  

What is meaning of your name? 

How much of chemical engineering do you 

w the basics, but he 

Did you have project in your last year? 

. Tech thesis? 

What kind of books do you read? 

Tell me about theories of Amartya Sen? 

(I had said I read Uncertain Glory by A. Sen 

talk about Development As Freedom and 

Human Development Theory.) 

But there is one more theory? Can you tell 

me about that? (I talk about his justice 

theory, but he was looking for something 

What did u do in Mountaineering? 

Which all places have you trekked to? 

* You come from Maharashtra, tell me why 

there are so many farmer suicides in 

What will you do as DM to solve this 

faced by a civil 

There are so many challenges then why 
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come to civil services? You can have 

peaceful job in engineering. 

* Why do you want to join Civil Services?

 

M2: 

* How did you go from Sainik School to 

RIMC? 

* Which one was better? 

* Why did you not join Armed Forces?

* What is retrospective legislation

* Give me an example. 

* Explain to me the Vodafone Case?

* Why is it considered so bad? 

* What has Govt. done in this regard?

* So have there been in concrete changes 

w.r.t. this? 

 

M3: 

* Why did India's growth remain so low and 

China grew at tremendous pace?

* What can be done to increase India's 

growth? 

* What is ease of doing business?

* What  is India's ranking in Ease of doing 

business? 

* What is India's ranking given by WEF?

* What is India's ranking in HDI?

* As a DM how will you measure your 

district's performance? 

* What is GER? 

* What is the current GER? (I say around 

94%.) 

* Are you sure? (I said, no sir, it diff

primary and secondary) 

 

M4: 

* So you read this book by A. Sen. Tell me 

the reasons given by corruption in the book? 

(I told him two reasons, can’t remember the 

third.) 

* There is one more important reason given 

by the author? 

* The third reason was social acceptability 

of the corruption. Elaborate on this point.
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come to civil services? You can have 

Services? 

How did you go from Sainik School to 

Why did you not join Armed Forces? 

slation? 

Explain to me the Vodafone Case? 

done in this regard? 

So have there been in concrete changes 

Why did India's growth remain so low and 

China grew at tremendous pace? 

What can be done to increase India's 

What is ease of doing business? 

in Ease of doing 

is India's ranking given by WEF? 

is India's ranking in HDI? 

As a DM how will you measure your 

is the current GER? (I say around 

no sir, it differs for 

So you read this book by A. Sen. Tell me 

corruption in the book? 

t remember the 

reason given 

The third reason was social acceptability 

of the corruption. Elaborate on this point. 

* How will this book help in your job as a 

bureaucrat? 

* Specifically tell me how will you curb the 

social acceptability of the corruption in your 

collectarate? 

 

#9. ForumIAS Username 

RVMI 

Questions: 

Chairman:  

1. NCC motto? 

2. What did you learn from it

3. Why dint you continue in it

4. Patriotism (Long cross questioning on the 

concept.) 

 

M1: 

1. Positive effects of metro? 

2. Pollution causes.( Didn’t know the 

specific state laws recently initiated for air 

pollution so politely said that 

know.) 

3. How to handle plastic pollution

as I was answering for pollution in general 

Chairman intervened and ask me to be 

specific to plastic) 

4. Plastic productions vs. ban paradox

5. Swachchh Bharat Abhiyaan

it successful?  

 

M2: 

1. Lengthy questioning on N

solve it?  

2. Took up the case of Bastar to discredit all 

my points of solving the issue.
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How will this book help in your job as a 

tell me how will you curb the 

social acceptability of the corruption in your 

mIAS Username - 

2. What did you learn from it? 

3. Why dint you continue in it?  

(Long cross questioning on the 

 

t know the 

specific state laws recently initiated for air 

pollution so politely said that I did not 

3. How to handle plastic pollution (goof up 

as I was answering for pollution in general 

Chairman intervened and ask me to be 

ban paradox 

bhiyaan, how to make 

Lengthy questioning on Naxalism. How to 

Took up the case of Bastar to discredit all 

my points of solving the issue. 
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M3: 

1. Famous Indian footballers?  

2. Did you play yourself? What position.

3. Namami Gange . Have you heard? Why 

failed before. Any improvements you 

suggest. 

4. How will you deal with disposal of body 

ash in Ganga? 

5. GST: what effects? How will it improve 

productivity and GDP? 

 

M4: 

1. Land Boundary Agreement: what it 

included, what effects, what happens to the 

people in enclaves? 

2. Working of various commissions set up 

for people. Can they be improved?

 

Self Evaluation: 

Overall it was cordial . However the 

Chairman and M2 stuck to their guns on the 

two issues. 1-2 cross questions on every 

topic mostly. All in all a good experience.

 

#10. ForumIAS Username 

Krisco1811  

Interview date: 19th may 2015 

Board: Mr. Chhatar Singh 

Afternoon Session: 3.10PM (2nd member of 

the six)  

Duration: 30 minutes 

 

Background:  
Academic background: Doctor 

Region: Hyderabad, Telengana. 

 

CHAIRMAN: 

Good afternoon to you too  

please take your chair. 
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ession: 3.10PM (2nd member of 

 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* Meaning of your name? 

* Recent novel you have read

* Your favourite author? 

* Themes of her novels? 

* Characterize her background with time 

and culture? 

* What are your takeaways from her 

writing? 

* Why isolation in the west?

* Which is better?? 

* Have you read Tagore? 

 

M1: 

* What is sustainable development?

* Then why growth? 

* Examples in agriculture? 

* Need for diversification? 

* Crops and types in detail? 

* Micro irrigation? 

* Cotton reasons for its increase?

* Examples from your state?

 

M2: 

* What are MOOCs? 

* Type and platforms? 

* Uses and limitations. 

* Recent HRD ministry directive on MOOCs

* First three things you would do as DM on 

taking charge? 

* Your role as DM in riots management?

 

M3: 

* Growth or development? 

* Land ordinance vs. Development and 10% 

growth rate. 

* Various health care models

* NHS and its debate? 

* Development of your state vis a vis old 

state? 

* New status of secondary cities?

* Opinion on article 370? 
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* External terrorism vs. internal 

separatism? Your opinion. 

* Sustainable health schemes? 

 

Chairman (interjects) 

* Allegations of corruption in Rajiv 

Aarogyasri? 

* Is it feasible? 

 

M4(Lady): 

* Background and present job justification?

* Role specifications in finance? 

* What are cardinals of finance? 

* What is an integrated financial advisory?

* Bangladesh and India land swap 

agreement? Your views? 

 

Chairman: 

Your interview is over. Thank you.

 

#11. ForumIAS Username 

HawaldarBahadur 
Interview date:  27 may, Forenoon

Interview medium: Hindi  

Time duration: 30-35 minute... 

Interview was in Hindi, writing it in English.

 

Background: 

B. Tech in mineral engineering. 

Hobby: Solving numerical puzzles,

Teaching – Physics coaching to IIT 

aspirants 

 

 

Questions: 
Chairman: 

* Is this your photo? 

* You like numbers? 

* So your hobby is solving mathematical 

puzzles like Sudoku and Kakuro?

(Mai to sudoku nahi solve kar pata, fir bhi 

likh diya.) 
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Rajiv 

ackground and present job justification? 

 

 

hat is an integrated financial advisory? 

angladesh and India land swap 

hank you. 
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orenoon 

 

nterview was in Hindi, writing it in English. 

 

: Solving numerical puzzles, 

Physics coaching to IIT 

o your hobby is solving mathematical 

akuro? 

pata, fir bhi 

* What is this Kakuro? 

* You have done B. Tech in mineral 

Engineering, and now you are teaching to?

* Do you know anything about your branch 

now? 

 (pure interview ki disha aur dasha badal 

gayi is question ke answer se.

sir basic yaad hai and poora interview basic 

pe ho gaya) 

* There are minerals at different depth how 

their formation are different from each 

other? 

 

M1: 

* India mixed or open economy?

follow up questions.) 

* Sick PSUS's? Name some of them

* Fertilizers corporation India

* Indian mining mechanized or not?

* If you have the authority to develop 

mining sector in India, how you will insure 

growth in sector? 

* Mechanization, then unemployment will 

increase? 

 

M2: 

* Uranium mining in India??

* Any other place besides Jadu

* Other minerals in Singhbhum region

fissile material? 

* Fission? Why energy releases on fission?

* Mass convert in energy. W

formula? 

* Nuclear power plant vs. nuclear bomb.

chain reaction? 

* There is fire in Jharia coal field,

are unable to contain it? 

* Problems related to rehabilitation and 

resettlement in Jharia? 

* Gas reserves in India? 

* Shale gas. What is it? 

* Where shale gas resides? 

* So basically it is trapped between shale.

Why India is not extracting it?
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India?? 
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coal field, why we 
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M3: 

* mining policy of India?? 

* Remote mining?? 

* Sustainable development vs. increased 

mining? 

* So what you have read in Hindi (maine 

kaha sir hindi nahi philosophy hai mera 

subject.) 

 

Chairman interrupted 

he has philosophy, hindi is his medium.

 

* Sorry, tell me about Kant’s morality 

theory? 

* Plato' justice theory? 

* you have said Singhbhum is mineral rich 

area in India, tell me some mineral rich area 

in world where mining is heavily 

mechanized? 

* Texas region, ok what about South Africa?

which province of South Africa? 

* Don’t you know about north-west region?

* Protest in tribal areas against m

What you will do? 

* Gabon oil field, OIL vs. ONGC?

* Why OIL successful, ONGC not?

* What will be your philosophy as an 

administrator? 

* To give maximum happiness what will be 

your strategy for implementing policies?

* Tell me some name of IAS or IPS famous 

for direct contact with aam aadmi?

* Difference between privatization and 

disinvestment? 

* Disinvestment ki hindi (lol bho

* Company act section bla bla bla bla.

second tak mai shaant raha, chairman bole 

are pata ho to batao, maine kahaa sorry si

bouncer seedha sir pe pada tha) 

 

M4:  
* Some areas in world have high reserve of 

petroleum and others have no reserve why?

* Difference in formation of coal and 

petroleum? 
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indi (maine 

kaha sir hindi nahi philosophy hai mera 

hindi is his medium. 

morality 

m is mineral rich 

ndia, tell me some mineral rich area 

in world where mining is heavily 

outh Africa? 

 

west region? 

mining. 

ONGC? 

ONGC not? 

hat will be your philosophy as an 

o give maximum happiness what will be 

your strategy for implementing policies? 

ell me some name of IAS or IPS famous 

for direct contact with aam aadmi? 

ifference between privatization and 

lol bhool gaya....) 

ompany act section bla bla bla bla. (10-15 

chairman bole 

maine kahaa sorry sir, 

 

in world have high reserve of 

petroleum and others have no reserve why? 

ifference in formation of coal and 

* It is said that petroleum is left only for 50

60 year. What do you think how we will get 

energy after that? 

* You think it will not exhaust due to 

alternative energy sources. P

alternative energy sources? 

* Don’t you think petroleum will form 

again? (hahahaha...millions year me bana 

petroleum 200 year me nikal liya aur bol 

rahe hai phir se ban jaayega

* Fusion vs. fission? 

* You are from Unnao?  

* Tell me last year controversy

* Shoban Sarkar where he live?

* Did you visit his ashram? 

* Response of ASI and GOI?

* What is your opinion? 

* Your response as a D.M. of 

* You have done B. Tech from 

Dhanbad. It is a prestigious college and bla 

bla bla.....Why did not you join core sector?

(I am in coaching field, Physics for 

JEE.) 

* How you will use your knowledge of 

Mineral Engineering in administration?

 

Chairman  
Thank you, your interview is over

You can go. 

 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Jitna yaad aaya likh diya hai.

Last me chairman ne question nahi pooche

isliye dar lag raha hai. 
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#12. ForumIAS Username 

Dbcooper 
Date: 22 May 2015  

 

Background: 

Home state-M.P. 

Academic background- B.E in electronics

and communication engineering

Optional- history 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

1. A question on my name. 

2. Asked me about my hobbies but didn't 

ask questions on them? 

3. Which is your favourite news-paper

Why? 

4. A question on my last job and what 

there? 

5. MP is one of the largest state but is not 

able to produce world class athletes while 

smaller states like Haryana and K

produced many despite being one of the 

smallest. What will you do as a DM?

6. Then he said he is not asking what you 

will do but what are the reasons?

 

M1: 

1. Problems with Indian railways?

2. Where will the investment be made in 

railways? (According to the budget)

3. Amount of investment required according 

to the budget? 

 

M2: 

1. Percentage of population dependent on 

agriculture in MP? 

2. How much it contributes to state's 

3. What are we doing about it? 

4. Tell me specific to M.P.? 

5. Few questions on teaching (my hobby).
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B.E in electronics 

and communication engineering 

sked me about my hobbies but didn't 

paper? 

question on my last job and what I did 

but is not 

able to produce world class athletes while 

Kerala have 

produced many despite being one of the 

DM? 

6. Then he said he is not asking what you 

? 

. Problems with Indian railways? 

here will the investment be made in 

ccording to the budget) 

mount of investment required according 

ercentage of population dependent on 

ow much it contributes to state's GDP? 

 

(my hobby). 

M3: 

1. Any 4 problems India is facing

2. Solution to those problems

3. Our agricultural productivity is too low. 

What can be done about it? 

4. Difference between production and 

productivity. 

Few cross questions. 

 

M4: 

1. A question on climate change and what 

are we doing about it? 

2. India’s stand on climate change.

3. What are the renewable energy resources

on which we are working? 

 4. Anything on water in National Action 

Plan on Climate Change. 

few more questions on it. 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Overall the board was very cordial and 

questions were simple. When 

mark on some questions the members 

helped me to arrive at answers they wanted 

to hear from me. 

 

#13. ForumIAS Username 

Sathish 

Background: 

Name: Naga Sathish Gidijala

Optional : Geography 
Hobbies  : Watching movies and Cricket, 

Internet browsing,  Watching news in TV.

Attempt  :  3rd 
Qualification: M. Tech CSE  IIT Roorkee, B

Tech ECE, Andhra University.

Present Job: Jobless. Left my job an year back 
in Feb 2013 
Past Jobs: Software Engineer, Cisco Systems, 
Bangalore - 2.5yrs exp. as  
Software Engineer, Informatics
Solutions, Bangalore - 1 year exp
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Name: Naga Sathish Gidijala 

: Watching movies and Cricket, 

Watching news in TV. 

IIT Roorkee, B. 

Tech ECE, Andhra University. 

eft my job an year back 

Past Jobs: Software Engineer, Cisco Systems, 

formatics Business 
1 year experience. 
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Achievements:  Best Student in college, 
ISTE Best boy in School, Rashtrabhasha 
Visharad Degree from Dakshin Bharat Hindi 
Prachar Sabha. 

From : Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

Cm : mmm.... Sathish... Vijayawada.. 

IIT Roorkee... working in C

you left Cisco job 1year back...Are u 

Bored? (Without even looking at 

me)... Tell tell... r u bored of software 

job? 

No sir, Last time I missed civils by a very 

close margin. So I thought, job is the only 

one which could be acting as a hurdle.

So, I left it sir. 

 

Cm : Ok, So what does this C

Cisco is a big networking company which 

does lot of various things. Almost 70

equipment on which today's internet works 

is on Cisco Equipment sir. 

 

Cm : Does Cisco manufacture some 

equipment? 

Yes sir, they manufacture routers and 

various networking equipments.

 

Cm : Do u mean Cisco is a hardware 

company? 

No sir, it’s not purely hardware. 

software and hardware. 

Cisco has its own set of operating systems 

also which work on it routers. 

But in India, its only software development 

that takes place. 

 

Cm : Yes, In India...Only Software... 

Why not Hardware? (I was taken 

aback by this question, a sense of 

blankness) 
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Best Student in college, 
Rashtrabhasha 

Visharad Degree from Dakshin Bharat Hindi 

: Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh 

ijayawada.. 

IIT Roorkee... working in Cisco...Oh.. 

isco job 1year back...Are u 

ithout even looking at 

me)... Tell tell... r u bored of software 

missed civils by a very 

t, job is the only 

one which could be acting as a hurdle. 

Cm : Ok, So what does this Cisco do? 

Cisco is a big networking company which 

does lot of various things. Almost 70-80% of 

ent on which today's internet works 

isco manufacture some 

Yes sir, they manufacture routers and 

various networking equipments. 

isco is a hardware 

s not purely hardware. It's both 

Cisco has its own set of operating systems 

But in India, its only software development 

ndia...Only Software... 

not Hardware? (I was taken 

a sense of 

Sir, Somehow India emerged as a software 

development centre. There is no ecosystem 

of hardware development here and most of 

the countries have only their software 

development only. Infact even software 

development also is sort of 

Real development happens somewhere else.

 

Cm : Why ? Why real development is 

not happening here? U must have 

heard that India's is 3rd biggest 

software power in the World. Still 

India is playing a 2nd fiddle role. Do 

you think we should play such role? 

What is wrong with us? 

Sir, this is because of the fact that our 

Industry-Academia interaction is not good. 

We do not have a single University in the 

top 200 universities in the world.

 

Cm : Yes, I think 212 is the top rank 

for an Indian University.

Yes sir, exactly. Industry needs something 

else and in Colleges, something else is 

taught. This is the gap because of which 

quality works never come to India. We need 

to better our University level education, for 

that matter starting from primary level, 

whole education system

reformed. 

 

Cm : But there are many top Indians 

staying abroad and heading big 

software firms. How can u say Indian 

education system is lagging behind?

Sir, yes there are many Indians who went 

abroad and became CEOs. But if we 

observe, most of them do their bachelors or 

masters in India and move to US to pursue 

their Research and Jobs. This implies that 

the US environment for research is lot more 

conducive than the Indian University 

standards. 
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Cm : Sathish, So u are saying, First 

develop Education Standards, Then 

get the good work from abroad.

Yes sir, You are right. 

 

Cm : Sathish, I may agree with you on 

this. But Our Prime Minister might 

not agree with you? (All laughing 

I was like What the heck!!!) 

 

Cm : PM is going and telling to all. 

Come Make in India. But 

saying we should first reform our 

University Education! 

Sir, Both should go parallely. We can't say 

"Come, Make in India" and still keep 

maintaining our poor standards of Indian 

Universities. We should better on both 

fronts and both can go hand-in-hand sir.

 

Cm : Ok fine, U watch movies also.

What kind of movies? 

Sir, I watch them as timepass. Any movie 

Telugu, Hindi or English - depending on my 

mood. 

 

Passed to Next member 

 
M1: 

M1 : Sathish, you are from 

Vijayawada, Vijaywada produces lots 

of Mangoes. We export best quality 

mangoes to whole world. We export 

best quality bauxite, bronze to Korea. 

We export all best things to abroad. 

What is your opinion on it? Should we 

export the best? 
Madam, I am not sure whether we do like 

that or not. May be because to project Image 

of India, we export best quality things.

 

M1 : No Sathish. Not for Brand Image. 

This is the export policy we follow. 
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Cm : Sathish, So u are saying, First 

n Standards, Then 

get the good work from abroad. 

Cm : Sathish, I may agree with you on 

this. But Our Prime Minister might 

not agree with you? (All laughing and 

 

Cm : PM is going and telling to all. 

Make in India. But you are 

d first reform our 

Sir, Both should go parallely. We can't say 

"Come, Make in India" and still keep 

g our poor standards of Indian 

Universities. We should better on both 

hand sir. 

Cm : Ok fine, U watch movies also. 

. Any movie - 

depending on my 

M1 : Sathish, you are from 

produces lots 

of Mangoes. We export best quality 

We export 

best quality bauxite, bronze to Korea. 

We export all best things to abroad. 

ur opinion on it? Should we 

Madam, I am not sure whether we do like 

at or not. May be because to project Image 

of India, we export best quality things. 

M1 : No Sathish. Not for Brand Image. 

This is the export policy we follow. 

Should we follow it? Don

Indians should get the Best first?

Madam, I am not aware of this policy. But if 

this is the policy, I feel its not very right. I 

feel Indians should first get the best quality 

products, then only we should go for 

exporting them. 

 

M1 : But by Exporting we get foreign 

exchange. Don’t we need foreign 

exchange? 

Madam, Even if we earn foreign exchange, 

we will again use the forex to give better 

goods to Indians only. So, 

best quality goods outside, earn forex, and 

then try to provide better goods? So in that 

sense, if this is the policy, 

quality should be for Indians only. After that 

only, we should export. 

(I am not sure who was shooting in the 

Darkness, Me or She.)  

 

M1 : Ok Sathish, Now Capital is being 

built in Vijayawada, Lots of land is 

being taken away. It’s the Rice bowl of 

your state. Do u think in the national 

interest, should the land be taken 

away? 

Madam, I feel that choosing 

be a capital itself is not a very right decision. 

It is very fertile land as 

Vijayawada has its pros like very good 

connectivity for which it is choosen. Once 

the capital is decided, land should be

acquisitioned madam. 

 

M1: But all people are not willing to 

give fertile lands. 

Land acquisition per se is not a wrong thing 

madam. Government can always acquisit 

land especially in the National Interest. 

However, it should give adequate 

Compensation to the people. It should take 

consent of the maximum no. of people. That 
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is exactly the point where this Land 

Acquisition Bill and Ordinance come into 

picture. So we should adhere to t

principles and acquisite land madam. Else 

capital building cannot happen. 

 

M2: 
M2: Sathish... You studied in Railway 

Mixed High School. What is this 

mixed? 

Sir, Usually railway schools are either boys 

or Girls schools. But, our school was a 

education school. Hence, MIXED

 

M2: Oho.. then what do yo

better? Co-education or a Separate 

Boys' school? (Kuch bhi... :-o )

Sir, Co-education is better as we can talk to 

anyone without issues. (mai bhi kuch bhi.. 

hehehe....) 

 

M2: But don’t you think boys and girls 

should study separately? What is the 

disadvantage of studying separately

:'( 

Sir, I think only if there is a need to make 

them study separately, it’s ok. For example, 

Sainik schools which have their boy

schooling can have Only Boys schools. Else, 

for ordinary education, I don’t think there 

needs to be any distinction between boys 

and girls. 

 

M2: Ok… So you watch news in TV. 

These days news channels are 

showing 24x7 news. Do you think in 

India we have so much of news to 

show non-stop 24x7? 

Sir, most of the time they re-

news sir. The news channels actually pick up 

news which are either controversial or very 

hot, so that they can improve their TRPs by 

increasing viewership. They do not reflect 

accurate news. That’s why I always read 
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is exactly the point where this Land 

Ordinance come into 

picture. So we should adhere to these 

principles and acquisite land madam. Else 

 

M2: Sathish... You studied in Railway 

Mixed High School. What is this 

Sir, Usually railway schools are either boys 

ur school was a co-

MIXED sir. 

you think is 

education or a Separate 

o ) 

education is better as we can talk to 

anyone without issues. (mai bhi kuch bhi.. 

t you think boys and girls 

should study separately? What is the 

separately? 

Sir, I think only if there is a need to make 

ok. For example, 

Sainik schools which have their boy-specific 

ave Only Boys schools. Else, 

t think there 

needs to be any distinction between boys 

u watch news in TV. 

These days news channels are 

u think in 

India we have so much of news to 

-telecast the 

news sir. The news channels actually pick up 

news which are either controversial or very 

hot, so that they can improve their TRPs by 

increasing viewership. They do not reflect 

always read 

newspapers which give holistic view. I watch 

news channels only for time

debates. 

 

M2: Ok, so you see debates too.

Yes sir, Debates are good. Debates give me 

exact idea of where each party stands on the 

issue of discussion. 

 

M2: Don’t you think sometimes 

Anchor himself talks more and 

doesn't let anyone else speak in those 

debates (Still Nation wants to know 

sir.. and I love Arnub, the most 

honest journalist ever born :P)

Sir, Sometimes tempers of all the 

participants rise so 

discussions. So Anchor who moderates 

them also raises his tempers. :D

 

M2 : Don’t you think some of the 

media houses are biased?

Sir, there may be biases in the media. But 

only follow discussions which give idea 

about each person’s stand on the issue. Even

though there can be biases, but these are the 

exact stands of each party on the issue.

 

M2: Sathish, don’t u think TV News 

media should be regulated by the 

government? 

Sir, i don’t think government should 

regulate the media houses

democracy, media plays a very crucial role. 

Sometimes they criticize government 

policies, they take anti-government stands,

issues etc. Hence I feel government 

shouldn't control the media.

 

M2: But, Sathish, How can media be 

totally unregulated? C

anything they want? W

rules? 
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newspapers which give holistic view. I watch 

news channels only for time-pass and 

u see debates too. 

Yes sir, Debates are good. Debates give me 

exact idea of where each party stands on the 

u think sometimes 

Anchor himself talks more and 

doesn't let anyone else speak in those 

Still Nation wants to know 

love Arnub, the most 

honest journalist ever born :P) 

Sir, Sometimes tempers of all the 

participants rise so much during 

discussions. So Anchor who moderates 

his tempers. :D 

u think some of the 

media houses are biased? 

Sir, there may be biases in the media. But I 

only follow discussions which give idea 

stand on the issue. Even 

though there can be biases, but these are the 

exact stands of each party on the issue. 

t u think TV News 

media should be regulated by the 

t think government should 

regulate the media houses. In our 

democracy, media plays a very crucial role. 

Sometimes they criticize government 

government stands, 

feel government 

shouldn't control the media. 

M2: But, Sathish, How can media be 

Can they say 

anything they want? Without any 
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Sir, there should be regulation on media, 

but it should be from internal. We cannot 

have external regulation by government. 

Media should remain self-regulated

example, various media houses can devise 

their own set of guidelines and rules and 

follow them without government 

intervention. 

 

Ok...passed to M3 (Lady with big Red 

bindi. yellow saree....little fat...very 

posh.. seemed like some activist) She 

already wrote some exact questions 

on paper infront of her.. A

from that paper only. 

 

M3: 

M3: You know that there are so many 

cases pending in the courts today. Do 

you suggest any alternative methods 

so that this cases burden of courts can 

be reduced? Some other ways to 

resolve disputes or some ways

better our court system? 
Yes madam. There are many ways in which 

we can reduce courts burden. 

Most important are the Alternate Dispute 

Resolution mechanisms. Most of the cases 

in the courts are related to either personal 

family issues or the real estat

disputes. These can be settled out of the 

courts with mechanisms like arbitration, 

mediation etc. 

One more thing I don’t understand is why 

courts get Summer holidays with so many 

pending cases. Courts should work 

throughout the year madam. In additi

most of the delay happens in the procedural 

things also. All the courts must be e

enabled. Paper work should be done away 

with, Technology should be leveraged and 

then lots of delays will reduce madam.
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Sir, there should be regulation on media, 

but it should be from internal. We cannot 

have external regulation by government. 

regulated. For 

example, various media houses can devise 

their own set of guidelines and rules and 

follow them without government 

Ok...passed to M3 (Lady with big Red 

yellow saree....little fat...very 

posh.. seemed like some activist) She 

already wrote some exact questions 

And asked 

M3: You know that there are so many 

cases pending in the courts today. Do 

u suggest any alternative methods 

so that this cases burden of courts can 

be reduced? Some other ways to 

resolve disputes or some ways to 

Yes madam. There are many ways in which 

ant are the Alternate Dispute 

solution mechanisms. Most of the cases 

in the courts are related to either personal 

family issues or the real estate land 

disputes. These can be settled out of the 

ke arbitration, 

t understand is why 

courts get Summer holidays with so many 

pending cases. Courts should work 

throughout the year madam. In addition, 

in the procedural 

things also. All the courts must be e-

enabled. Paper work should be done away 

with, Technology should be leveraged and 

then lots of delays will reduce madam. 

M3: Exactly, Do you know that 

recently Delhi High

introduced something called e

Courts.  

Yes madam, I know. 

 

M3: Yes, total paperless courts. 

Things got really quick now.

Recently Delhi High Court has told 

that rights of LGBTs should be 

recognized. Homosexuality

370 something, But supreme court 

has struck down the same saying it

not right. What do you 

your opinion on this? 

Madam, I stand with Delhi high 

verdict madam. Being a LGBT is an 

individual's choice. My sexual orientation is 

always my choice. And 

Individuals cannot be discriminated

basis of their sexual preferences. For 

example, very recently Ireland also 

approved Gay Marriages through 

referendum. So, I absolutely support Delhi 

high courts view that Sexuality is one's own 

personal choice. 

 

M3 : That’s good. Is there any legal 

step or policy that the government is 

taking to ensure LGBT's are not 

discriminated? Any 

reform? 

Madam, I am not exactly sure of it. But 

remember supreme courts suggesting 

government to include L

category and give them reservations, so that 

they have equal opportunities

 

 

M3: Sathish. Do you think

as an Institution has failed in recent 

times? 

Madam. I don’t think Marriage as an 

Institution has failed. Yes, ma
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M3: Exactly, Do you know that 

recently Delhi High Court has 

introduced something called e-

M3: Yes, total paperless courts. 

Things got really quick now.  Good. 

Recently Delhi High Court has told 

that rights of LGBTs should be 

mosexuality, some Sec 

But supreme court 

has struck down the same saying it’s 

 think? What's 

Madam, I stand with Delhi high court’s 

verdict madam. Being a LGBT is an 

individual's choice. My sexual orientation is 

nd I feel that 

discriminated on the 

basis of their sexual preferences. For 

example, very recently Ireland also 

approved Gay Marriages through 

absolutely support Delhi 

high courts view that Sexuality is one's own 

s good. Is there any legal 

step or policy that the government is 

taking to ensure LGBT's are not 

 policy-wise 

Madam, I am not exactly sure of it. But I 

remember supreme courts suggesting 

government to include LGBT's in OBC 

and give them reservations, so that 

opportunities like all others. 

M3: Sathish. Do you think, Marriage 

as an Institution has failed in recent 

t think Marriage as an 

Institution has failed. Yes, many marriages 
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have come apart. In a marriage, a boy and a 

girl should have basic understanding about 

each other. People marry for a partner who 

understands them. When that 

understanding is lacking, marriages fail. But 

Marriage as an Institution hasn

myself know many married couples doing 

great wonders. I know many IAS

wife and husbands. There are many who 

succeeded too. So I think Marriage is still a 

sacred institution. 

 

M3: But there are many divorces.

They are increasing in numbers

Many guys want to either marry late

or some want to totally avoid 

marriage. What about all those cases?

Madam, as I said, it’s all about 

understanding between a boy and a girl. If 

the boy and girl have no understanding, 

marriage is bound to fail and people

even move up to divorces. It is not wrong 

madam to take divorce when there is lack of 

understanding. But on a positive front if we 

see, the increasing divorces actually indicate 

the raising awareness of individual's rights.

Rising literacy levels, opportunities

both boy and girl in a marriage to have 

absolutely understanding partner which 

sometimes doesn't happen and people go to 

divorce. So, if some positive is happening at 

one side, divorce is the negative on the other 

side madam. 

 

M3 : What about live-in relationships 

sathish? Do u support them?

Yes madam. I do support them. It

the individual to decide what he wants. He 

has that freedom to choose what is best for 

him/her. If live-in is where the individuals 

find it better, I have no issues madam.

 

M3 : What are the problems that arise 

out of these live-in's? 
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have come apart. In a marriage, a boy and a 

girl should have basic understanding about 

each other. People marry for a partner who 

understands them. When that 

understanding is lacking, marriages fail. But 

Marriage as an Institution hasn’t failed. I 

myself know many married couples doing 

IAS officers 

There are many who 

think Marriage is still a 

M3: But there are many divorces. 

increasing in numbers. 

Many guys want to either marry late 

or some want to totally avoid 

marriage. What about all those cases? 

s all about 

understanding between a boy and a girl. If 

the boy and girl have no understanding, 

marriage is bound to fail and people can 

divorces. It is not wrong 

madam to take divorce when there is lack of 

understanding. But on a positive front if we 

see, the increasing divorces actually indicate 

the raising awareness of individual's rights. 

ortunities compel 

girl in a marriage to have 

absolutely understanding partner which 

sometimes doesn't happen and people go to 

divorce. So, if some positive is happening at 

one side, divorce is the negative on the other 

in relationships 

sathish? Do u support them? 

Yes madam. I do support them. It’s up to 

the individual to decide what he wants. He 

has that freedom to choose what is best for 

in is where the individuals 

have no issues madam. 

M3 : What are the problems that arise 

Madam, these relations mostly go well till 

the baby is born. Once the child is born, the 

big point of conflict is, whose

it is to take care of child? Is it

mother's? And also, sometimes these 

relationships are broken one

one person might want to break it, other 

might want to continue relations and in 

such issues, even sometimes courts are also 

helpless. That's because, C

marriage never happened legally. So these 

are all the issues in live-

madam. 

Ok.... Passed to M4 

 
M4: 

M4: Have u heard of "some thinker 

name"? 
No Sir. 

M4: Have u heard of Competition 

law? 

No Sir, Sorry 

M4: Do u know what is 

existentiolism? 

Sorry sir, I have no idea. 

M4 : Existentionalism is what exactly 

u were saying now a moments ago. 

You were saying, everything

individual's choice, Individual's 

preference and Individual's have 

rights to choose based on their own 

interests. How can u deal when the 

interests of two individual's clash? 

How can u bring harmony between 

Clashing of Interests? For example, 

want to roam in the whole UPSC 

building shouting loudly... but they 

don’t allow me. But according to me, 

it’s my right to shout and roam freely.

What should I do? Tell me how to deal 

with this? (Either he might have got 

totally pissed off by my previous 

answers or really wanted to
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Madam, these relations mostly go well till 

the baby is born. Once the child is born, the 

, whose responsibility 

it is to take care of child? Is it father's or is it 

mother's? And also, sometimes these 

relationships are broken one-sidedly. i.e., 

ne person might want to break it, other 

might want to continue relations and in 

such issues, even sometimes courts are also 

Courts may say, 

marriage never happened legally. So these 

-in relationships 

M4: Have u heard of "some thinker 

M4: Have u heard of Competition 

M4: Do u know what is 

M4 : Existentionalism is what exactly 

u were saying now a moments ago. 

everything is 

individual's choice, Individual's 

preference and Individual's have 

rights to choose based on their own 

can u deal when the 

interests of two individual's clash? 

How can u bring harmony between 

Clashing of Interests? For example, I 

want to roam in the whole UPSC 

building shouting loudly... but they 

t allow me. But according to me, 

and roam freely. 

do? Tell me how to deal 

(Either he might have got 

off by my previous 

answers or really wanted to know 
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what I mean. That’s why so big 

questions..hehe..) 

Sir, this is exactly where, on a larger scale, 

Society should play a role. As a society, we 

put certain rules upon ourselves. No one is 

allowed to break those rules. Else there will 

be chaos. We can call these rules either 

Ethics or Morals or any name. But these are 

fundamental rules which Society expe

to follow. In the case LGBT which 

also, I was telling that LGBT's can't be 

discriminated and they should have 

freedom in their choice and sexual 

orientation. They should have freedom to 

express themselves. That doesn't mean 

breaking rules of the society sir. It simply 

means LGBT's are requesting for the change 

of the rules of the Society. And at a larger 

perspective, Society should understand that 

they are part of the society itself and change 

its rules such that no one is discriminated

Hence, the conflict of interests can be solved 

by the rules that the society puts on itself 

sir. (He was satisfied to listen to this and 

most board members keenly nodded to my 

answer) 

 

M4: Ok ok… that's good. I heard that 

Microsoft is doing something with 

Cisco. Actually one of my relative 

works in Microsoft. He sometime 

took this Cisco name. Is this a small 

company which provides some 

hardware to Microsoft or anything 

like that? 

 

No Sir, Cisco is an internet-giant. It

big organization. Cisco is into ne

equipment. And Microsoft is a giant in 

Desktop operating systems whereas C

operating systems are for routers. Jus

that Amazon is leader in e

domain. So, fundamentally their domains 

differ and Cisco is very big organization
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s why so big 

Sir, this is exactly where, on a larger scale, 

Society should play a role. As a society, we 

put certain rules upon ourselves. No one is 

allowed to break those rules. Else there will 

be chaos. We can call these rules either 

Ethics or Morals or any name. But these are 

fundamental rules which Society expects us 

to follow. In the case LGBT which I told 

was telling that LGBT's can't be 

and they should have 

freedom in their choice and sexual 

orientation. They should have freedom to 

express themselves. That doesn't mean 

the society sir. It simply 

means LGBT's are requesting for the change 

of the rules of the Society. And at a larger 

, Society should understand that 

they are part of the society itself and change 

discriminated. 

, the conflict of interests can be solved 

by the rules that the society puts on itself 

e was satisfied to listen to this and 

most board members keenly nodded to my 

that's good. I heard that 

Microsoft is doing something with 

ctually one of my relative 

works in Microsoft. He sometime 

took this Cisco name. Is this a small 

hich provides some 

icrosoft or anything 

giant. It’s a very 

. Cisco is into networking 

Microsoft is a giant in 

ktop operating systems whereas Cisco's 

operating systems are for routers. Just like 

that Amazon is leader in e-commerce 

domain. So, fundamentally their domains 

organization sir. 

Being such a big organization

interact with other companies

levels sir. For example, our C

are actually manufactured by Broadcom. So 

there are various levels and we might also 

be interacting with Microsoft. But 

sure of exact details where we do that with 

Microsoft sir. 

Passed it back to Chairman....

 

Chairman: 

Cm : Ok Sathish, Coming back to that 

Sainik School question 

telling. There are many areas in 

Armed forces, where women are not 

allowed today? Do yo

right? 

Sir, couple of days ago, our Minister of 

Defence was telling that women are not 

allowed for combat roles coz if they are 

caught they can be subject to atrocities by 

enemies. But i don’t buy such statements 

sir. I feel women are equally capable of any 

job in the armed forces. In armed forces, 

there are set of physical standards which is a 

requirement. If it is cleared, there should 

not be any distinction of gender even in 

combat roles sir. 

 

Cm: I am not sure about what our 

Defense minister said. But there are 

many other countries where woman 

are working in combat roles. Why 

such decisions are not taken in India? 

What do you think is the exact 

problem that such woman things are 

often neglected in India?

Sir, On a larger scale if we take

issues in India, there is no proper 

representation of women at various levels

India sir. For example, there is no 

reservation for woman in parliament, no 

reservation in civil services, no reservations 

in armed forces etc. There is very less 
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organization, we do 

companies at various 

levels sir. For example, our Cisco ASIC chips 

are actually manufactured by Broadcom. So 

there are various levels and we might also 

be interacting with Microsoft. But I am not 

details where we do that with 

Passed it back to Chairman.... 

Cm : Ok Sathish, Coming back to that 

Sainik School question you were 

There are many areas in 

Armed forces, where women are not 

you think it’s 

Sir, couple of days ago, our Minister of 

Defence was telling that women are not 

allowed for combat roles coz if they are 

caught they can be subject to atrocities by 

buy such statements 

lly capable of any 

job in the armed forces. In armed forces, 

there are set of physical standards which is a 

requirement. If it is cleared, there should 

not be any distinction of gender even in 

Cm: I am not sure about what our 

ister said. But there are 

many other countries where woman 

are working in combat roles. Why 

such decisions are not taken in India? 

u think is the exact 

problem that such woman things are 

often neglected in India? 

Sir, On a larger scale if we take Women's 

issues in India, there is no proper 

representation of women at various levels in 

India sir. For example, there is no 

reservation for woman in parliament, no 

reservation in civil services, no reservations 

in armed forces etc. There is very less 
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woman representation sir. And we designed 

such a patriarchal society where decisions 

about woman are actually taken by men. So 

my strong belief is as long as woman 

get representation properly, these women 

issues are never taken seriously sir...be it 

woman in combat roles or Women 

reservation bill or any other woman issues.

 

 

Cm: Ok Sathish... Let me give a choice 

now. U have to choose between 

having Literates in Parliament or 

having Women in the Parliament. 

What will u choose? And why?

Sir, I would choose women in the 

parliament (instantly I told, 

parliament will look more beautiful

hehehe). Because I believe that an 

can also be a good leader. An illiterate can 

be a great leader who can very clearly 

understand the people’s problems.

ok with illiterates in parliament. But to 

understand Woman's issues, Woman must 

have representation in the parliament sir. 

So, I go with Women in Parliament rather 

than Literates in Parliament. 

 

Chairman: Ok, ThankYou Sathish...

 

My Opinion... 

 

This interview is quite distinct from my 

previous interviews. The skill sets that are 

being tested here are quite different. While 

Alka mam's interview tested my skills of 

patience, stress handling, knowledge and 

the behavioural aspects, Chhatar singh sir's 

board tested my Understanding levels of 

basic issues and purely interested in my way 

of thinking. They wanna test my 

temperament on these issues. Am 

orthodox or forward looking is the crux of 

interview I felt. Board was quite cordial. 
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nd we designed 

society where decisions 

about woman are actually taken by men. So 

is as long as woman don’t 

get representation properly, these women 

issues are never taken seriously sir...be it 

an in combat roles or Women 

reservation bill or any other woman issues. 

Cm: Ok Sathish... Let me give a choice 

now. U have to choose between 

having Literates in Parliament or 

having Women in the Parliament. 

nd why? 

Sir, I would choose women in the 

, obviously 

parliament will look more beautiful, isn't it? 

believe that an illiterate 

can also be a good leader. An illiterate can 

be a great leader who can very clearly 

problems. So, I am 

ok with illiterates in parliament. But to 

understand Woman's issues, Woman must 

have representation in the parliament sir. 

go with Women in Parliament rather 

ThankYou Sathish... 

This interview is quite distinct from my 

previous interviews. The skill sets that are 

being tested here are quite different. While 

lka mam's interview tested my skills of 

patience, stress handling, knowledge and 

atar singh sir's 

board tested my Understanding levels of 

basic issues and purely interested in my way 

of thinking. They wanna test my 

temperament on these issues. Am I 

orthodox or forward looking is the crux of 

was quite cordial. 

There were 2 lady members and they were 

sitting on either side of me. Hence, 

adjusted wishing styles. Most of my 

interview, I just kept supporting women a

lot, though I don’t how it happened. Must 

have given a good impression on t

on this particular aspect. Overall, 

tough to arrive at any conclusion on marks 

in such a board. In general, everyone who 

gave in my board is happy about their 

performance just like me. So, fingers 

crossed. But I expect a decent 180+ 

bhagwan hi maalik... :D 

 

Whatever it is, with this Interview, 

my 4 years of relentless marathon 

preparation has come to an end. I had to 

face lots of challenges, struggles, people etc., 

Very few understood me 

after these many years of preparation, 

that most of the world has moved on. People 

got married, many got kids, 

settled in US, some bought houses/cars etc 

etc., n 4 years of my life has got struck in 

one Single room in Bangalore. No outside 

connections...Me, My Co

Books. It's been a tough struggle.

of the day, allz well that endz well.

life gets a move on. Rank or No Rank in 

Civils. It just doesn't matter as 

satisfied with my IFoS. The coolest 

Service from what I heard. 

see where my life takes me from here
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There were 2 lady members and they were 

sitting on either side of me. Hence, I had 

wishing styles. Most of my 

kept supporting women a 

how it happened. Must 

have given a good impression on the board 

on this particular aspect. Overall, it’s too 

tough to arrive at any conclusion on marks 

in such a board. In general, everyone who 

gave in my board is happy about their 

performance just like me. So, fingers 

I expect a decent 180+ rest 

Whatever it is, with this Interview, I believe 

my 4 years of relentless marathon 

preparation has come to an end. I had to 

face lots of challenges, struggles, people etc., 

Very few understood me and ultimately 

of preparation, I see 

that most of the world has moved on. People 

got married, many got kids, and some 

settled in US, some bought houses/cars etc 

etc., n 4 years of my life has got struck in 

one Single room in Bangalore. No outside 

connections...Me, My Computer n My 

It's been a tough struggle. At the end 

of the day, allz well that endz well. Now my 

Rank or No Rank in 

t just doesn't matter as I am 101% 

he coolest All India 

 In any case, let's 

see where my life takes me from here. :) 
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#14. ForumIAS Username 

er_santoshkgupta2013
Date: 20th May, 2015,  

FN Session, Third to Go for Interview

 

Background: 

Graduation: B. Tech. (I.T.) 

PG Diploma: PG Diploma in IPRs

Post Grad: MS in Software Systems, BITS, 

Pilani, WILP 

Work-ex: ~8 years with different 

organizations, First Software Firm Pvt. 

Sector, PSU, GoI Autonomous Body and 

currently in the Patent Office, Ministry of 

Commerce, GoI as a Group A officer;

Home State: UP, In Delhi for 16 years;

Home District: Ballia 

Hobbies: Delivering Speech, Debating, 

Rajyoga Meditation, Travelling by Train

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

CP: What is Rajyoga Meditation?

CP: Why it is called Rajyoga? 

CP: From where did you learn it?

CP: Do you think in today's scientific

there is place for Spiritualism? 

CP: The people who teach yoga, have you 

seen their own life style? They live in such a 

grand manner, even their seminars are 

organized in Five Star Hotels, Don't you 

think there is difference in what they preach 

and what they practice? 

CP: These people show pictures like a 

person hand is cut for lying in one 

imaginary world where so called god 

punishes, what is the relevance of such 

things for an educated person like you?

 

CP Passes the baton to M1 (an 

expressionless lady); 
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ForumIAS Username – 

er_santoshkgupta2013  

FN Session, Third to Go for Interview 

PG Diploma: PG Diploma in IPRs 

Post Grad: MS in Software Systems, BITS, 

rs with different 

First Software Firm Pvt. 

Sector, PSU, GoI Autonomous Body and 

currently in the Patent Office, Ministry of 

Commerce, GoI as a Group A officer; 

In Delhi for 16 years; 

Hobbies: Delivering Speech, Debating, 

Rajyoga Meditation, Travelling by Train 

CP: What is Rajyoga Meditation? 

here did you learn it? 

scientific world 

 

CP: The people who teach yoga, have you 

seen their own life style? They live in such a 

grand manner, even their seminars are 

in Five Star Hotels, Don't you 

e in what they preach 

CP: These people show pictures like a 

person hand is cut for lying in one 

imaginary world where so called god 

punishes, what is the relevance of such 

things for an educated person like you? 

M1 (Lady): 

M1: You belong to UP, what are three major 

problems of UP? 

M1: You are appointed as Advisor to CM, 

how would you solve these three problems?

M1: If you feel that you can solve these 

problems, even before joining the service, 

do you think the people working 

past 50-60 years after independence are 

fool? 

M1: What are problems of Ballia District?

(CP intervenes what is the source of Arsen

in Ground Water of Ballia, w

Ballia and not in other districts through 

which Himalayan rivers flow.)

M1: As DM of Ballia, you priorities?

M1: Name 1 famous political personality 

from Ballia? 

M1: There is something going on in Delhi, 

are you aware of that, if not, then say No. (I 

said I am aware and it is CM Vs. LG issue)

M1: Explain the whole issue? Who is right?

 

M1 passes the baton to M2 (Most soothing 

person in the board, virtually a smiling 

Buddha) 

 

M2: 

M2: You enjoy travelling by train, Do

travel for some purpose or just for the sake 

of travelling? 

M2: Which journey you took just for 

pleasure? 

M2: What all did you see and what more.

kept answering and he kept saying 

more...more...) 

M2: Didn't you see Goa beaches? (I said 

yes), then it means it was with some 

purpose not just for the sake of pleasure 

only and he smiled (I smiled back and 

nodded in agreement with his statement)

M2: Why this PG Diploma in IPR all of 

sudden? I can see logic in MS in Software 

Systems after B. Tech. (IT) but
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M1: You belong to UP, what are three major 

M1: You are appointed as Advisor to CM, 

how would you solve these three problems? 

M1: If you feel that you can solve these 

problems, even before joining the service, 

do you think the people working there for 

60 years after independence are 

M1: What are problems of Ballia District? 

(CP intervenes what is the source of Arsenic 

why only in 

Ballia and not in other districts through 

which Himalayan rivers flow.) 

M1: As DM of Ballia, you priorities? 

M1: Name 1 famous political personality 

M1: There is something going on in Delhi, 

are of that, if not, then say No. (I 

said I am aware and it is CM Vs. LG issue) 

M1: Explain the whole issue? Who is right? 

(Most soothing 

person in the board, virtually a smiling 

M2: You enjoy travelling by train, Do you 

travel for some purpose or just for the sake 

M2: Which journey you took just for 

M2: What all did you see and what more. (I 

kept answering and he kept saying 

M2: Didn't you see Goa beaches? (I said 

t means it was with some 

purpose not just for the sake of pleasure 

only and he smiled (I smiled back and 

nodded in agreement with his statement) 

M2: Why this PG Diploma in IPR all of 

sudden? I can see logic in MS in Software 

Tech. (IT) but why 
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PGDIPR? (Then some cross questioning)

M2: Do you know Article 370? 

M2: Why do we have it? Should not we 

abolish it? 

M2: Why other states do not have 

something like this? 

M2: was this "Article of Faith" there in 

original instrument of accession? (I was

sure so, I said Sir I am not sure about this).

 

M2 smiles and passes the baton to M3 

(Most serious and sadistic personality you 

can ever see in this world)  

 

M3: 

M3: How many Indians have patents? 

how many Americans? 

M3: Why this difference, what Patent Office 

is doing? 

M3: Don't you think it should be a 

sustaining effort than just one day ritual? (I 

talked about World IP Day efforts and 

awareness camps, so this question)

M3: Why US granted Turmeric patent and 

after that GoI's take? (I narrated abo

TKDL etc.) 

M3: You said Jai Prakash Narayan belong to 

Ballia, are you sure? (Actually the issue is 

with respect to claim by both UP and Bihar 

over his Birth place) 

M3: After my answer, he was visibly not 

satisfied and said how can boundary 

between two states vary as per seasons, (I 

did not say anything and gave a gentle smile 

as I knew it was the ground reality and no 

point arguing with him) 

 

M3 passes the baton to M4 (Scientist like 

person look-a-like of Einstein); 

 

M4: 

M4: What are pollution related is

Delhi? 

M4: What are the causes? 

M4: How can we solve the issue?
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hen some cross questioning) 

M2: Why do we have it? Should not we 

M2: Why other states do not have 

M2: was this "Article of Faith" there in 

original instrument of accession? (I was not 

sure so, I said Sir I am not sure about this). 

M2 smiles and passes the baton to M3 

(Most serious and sadistic personality you 

M3: How many Indians have patents? And 

Patent Office 

M3: Don't you think it should be a 

sustaining effort than just one day ritual? (I 

talked about World IP Day efforts and 

awareness camps, so this question) 

M3: Why US granted Turmeric patent and 

after that GoI's take? (I narrated about 

M3: You said Jai Prakash Narayan belong to 

Ballia, are you sure? (Actually the issue is 

with respect to claim by both UP and Bihar 

M3: After my answer, he was visibly not 

satisfied and said how can boundary 

tates vary as per seasons, (I 

did not say anything and gave a gentle smile 

as I knew it was the ground reality and no 

M3 passes the baton to M4 (Scientist like 

 

M4: What are pollution related issues of 

M4: How can we solve the issue? 

M4: Do you think NGT order is 

implementable? Isn't it non

M4: How did you come to interview? (I said 

I was offered lift by my office colleague)

M4: Why you did not use Metro, there is so 

much problem of air pollution in Delhi?

M4: In US more people travel in Metro 

wearing suit, why not in Delhi?

M4: Do you think of a solution to solve 

Delhi's air pollution problem?

M4: Why metro a green option?

 

Chairman again: 

CP: How does the electricity get produced 

for Metro? 

CP: So, how is it a better option?

CP: Yes, this should have been your answer 

to M4 question. 

CP: OK, Thank you!! 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Overall, it went for 30-35 minutes, it was 

cordial; I answered around 90% quest

Chattar Singh Sir was constantly looking at 

me, it felt like he is going deep in my soul. 

Every time I become a bit nervous I had a 

glimpse on M2, who was always smiling and 

as a result soothed me. While answering 

long answers tried to have a quick l

everyone and every time I found Shri Singh 

looking at me intensely. Not sure about the 

marks, but I enjoyed my stay of 3 hrs in 

UPSC. 
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M4: Do you think NGT order is 

non-practical? 

M4: How did you come to interview? (I said 

I was offered lift by my office colleague) 

Metro, there is so 

much problem of air pollution in Delhi?  

M4: In US more people travel in Metro 

wearing suit, why not in Delhi? 

M4: Do you think of a solution to solve 

Delhi's air pollution problem? 

M4: Why metro a green option? 

does the electricity get produced 

CP: So, how is it a better option? 

CP: Yes, this should have been your answer 

35 minutes, it was 

I answered around 90% questions. 

Chattar Singh Sir was constantly looking at 

me, it felt like he is going deep in my soul. 

Every time I become a bit nervous I had a 

glimpse on M2, who was always smiling and 

as a result soothed me. While answering 

long answers tried to have a quick look at 

everyone and every time I found Shri Singh 

looking at me intensely. Not sure about the 

marks, but I enjoyed my stay of 3 hrs in 
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#15. ForumIAS Username 

delta5one 

Date: 20th may 

Afternoon session 

 

Background: 

State: Andhra Pradesh 

Optional: Anthropology 

Background: BDS 

Hobbies: books, chess, Sudoku 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

* What is the beautiful saree you are 

wearing? 

Ok, it’s cotton. But, what kind of saree? I

sure it’s of some type. Ok ok.. 

* You are dentist, what is prosthodontics

* Then what is orthodontics? 

* What are the deleterious oral habits found 

in your state? 

* Difference between urban and rural oral 

habits? 

* Why do you want to deviate from dentistry 

into civil services? 

 

Member 1 

* What is sustainable development

* Explain it in power sector. 

* How will you promote solar power in your 

state? 

* Installation of panels is costly. How will 

you promote it? (some more cross 

questions) 
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What is the beautiful saree you are 

what kind of saree? I am 

prosthodontics? 

What are the deleterious oral habits found 

Difference between urban and rural oral 

Why do you want to deviate from dentistry 

lopment? 

How will you promote solar power in your 

Installation of panels is costly. How will 

(some more cross 

Member 2 

* What is this batchbook? (DAF

* What are 3 problems of Indi

* You are DM of a district. You have grand 

plan to develop the district. However for 

required say 100rs you had only 40rs. What 

will you do? 

* Have you heard about CSR

* What are various activities under 

* They were added recently. Can you name 

some more? 

 

Member 3 

* Name some attacking openings in chess

(Hobby)  

* Any chess-player from India

* What is his world ranking?

* Who is presnt number 1? 

* Have you heard about Aruna 

* What is meant by passive eut

* What is your opinion about it

* Who will decide it? 

* Do you support present legal stand on 

euthanasia? 

* There is a concept called Uniform civil 

code in our constitution. Have you heard 

about it? What is it? 

* What is your opinion on it

* Should it be implemented in

 

Member 4 (lady) 

* Recently, many agricultural suicides are 

being reported. Reasons for such suicides

* What is government doing about it

* But, the problem is not solved. Why

* Difference between permanent and 
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DAF based) 

ndia? 

You are DM of a district. You have grand 

plan to develop the district. However for 

had only 40rs. What 

Have you heard about CSR? 

What are various activities under CSR? 

They were added recently. Can you name 

Name some attacking openings in chess? 

ndia? 

? 

 

runa Shanbaug?  

What is meant by passive euthanasia? 

on about it? 

Do you support present legal stand on 

There is a concept called Uniform civil 

code in our constitution. Have you heard 

What is your opinion on it? 

Should it be implemented in India? 

many agricultural suicides are 

being reported. Reasons for such suicides? 

What is government doing about it? 

But, the problem is not solved. Why 

nce between permanent and 
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political executive? 

* How are they elected/appointed

* What do they do? 

 

Chairman again 

* What are the criteria to contest as MP

* Is literacy a criteria? 

* For being employed in government 

services education is must. Then don

think elected leaders should also be literate

* These days many of the policy decisions 

require technical knowledge about issues, 

then how can uneducated take decisions

Say, in future, when there is 100% literacy 

in India, should education be made 

mandatory? 

Ok, your interview is over. 

 

Self Evaluation: 

Lasted about 25-30 minutes. Board was 

cordial. No questions on home state, 

optional and nothing much on hobbies. Not 

many factual questions. Most of the 

questions are opinion based. 

 
 

#16. ForumIAS Username 

Rags2riches 
Date: 29 may, Forenoon, last one 

 

Background: 

Academics: B-Tech IT 

Hobby: Teaching, debating 

Optional: Geography 

Place: Rajasthan 

Medium- Hindi and English mix.
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lected/appointed? 

What are the criteria to contest as MP? 

For being employed in government 

services education is must. Then don’t you 

think elected leaders should also be literate? 

ys many of the policy decisions 

knowledge about issues, 

then how can uneducated take decisions 

Say, in future, when there is 100% literacy 

ld education be made 

. Board was 

cordial. No questions on home state, 

optional and nothing much on hobbies. Not 

many factual questions. Most of the 

ForumIAS Username – 

one to go. 

nglish mix. 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

1. Hmmm... Your name is found in many 

Govt. docs. Right?  (I was looking at him 

with a biiiggg smile) so what is meaning of 

your name? 

Ans- Sir it means love and affection.

 

2. No this is not exact.  

Ans- Sorry sir, my parents have told me 

this(with a smile) 

 

3. It means getting attached to some

someone. 

Ans- Thank you so much sir. I will never 

commit such mistake. 

 

4. So, you are from *********. Where people 

of this district are attracted?

Ans- Sir Govt. services. (CM 

please forgive me. I misinterpreted your 

question. Majority people are into 

agriculture.  

 

5. What all crops you cultivate?

Ans- Sir, told 5-6 crops, now animal 

husbandry is also coming up. Potential 

farmers are going into greenhouse 

cultivations. 

 

6. What steps would you take to enhance 

employment in your district

Ans- Sir, my district has very good potential 

of cement industry. So I will focus on 

industry and rail connectivity. Because

even today it is not connected with train.

 

7. Hmmmm....industry and connectivity. Ok 

what are other problems in your dist? You 

can tell social too. 

Ans- Sir, very low child sex ratio.

 

8. How would you improve?

Ans- Sir I will promote girls.
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Your name is found in many 

I was looking at him 

what is meaning of 

Sir it means love and affection. 

my parents have told me 

means getting attached to something or 

Thank you so much sir. I will never 

So, you are from *********. Where people 

of this district are attracted? 

(CM what??) Sir 

please forgive me. I misinterpreted your 

question. Majority people are into 

What all crops you cultivate? 

6 crops, now animal 

husbandry is also coming up. Potential 

farmers are going into greenhouse 

What steps would you take to enhance 

rict? 

has very good potential 

try. So I will focus on 

industry and rail connectivity. Because, 

even today it is not connected with train. 

7. Hmmmm....industry and connectivity. Ok 

what are other problems in your dist? You 

ir, very low child sex ratio. 

w would you improve? 

ir I will promote girls. (CM- bete 
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promote toh tab karoge na jab wo

mein aayegi.) Sir you are perfectly right, 

please pardon me. I will implement the law 

banning PNDT.  

 

9. How? 

Ans- I will ask all the relevant doc

record all ultra sounds and summit those 

monthly under relevant authority and if 

anybody is found guilty then I will set an 

example. 

 

10. Still these doctors tell secretly. And

other 1-2 arguments. 

Ans- Sir, I am sorry. I don't have in depth 

knowledge in this field so I won't be able to 

suggest further. (CM- yeah right, until and 

unless we don’t have in depth knowledge, 

we can't suggest in depth.)  

 

11. Debating, where do you do that?

Ans- Sir, school, college. (CM - Now?) Sir, 

friend’s father, grandfather. (CM

get angry?) Sir, according to me, debate 

doesn't mean disrespect. (CM- with a 

positive smile. Hmmmm and nodes his 

head) 

 

12. We are illiterate people. Tell us what is 

IT? 

Ans- Sir as its name says, Suchana 

Prodhyogiki, it means processing 

information and data in such a manner that 

we get desired results. We do this by 

programming. blah blah.(CM- nodes his 

head ) 

M2: 

1. Tell me some reasons for low CSR in 

your district? 

Ans- Sir, our district was also war prone 

area in past, so boys were required to 

fight wars.  And sir moreover, women 

were the first target of invaders.
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mote toh tab karoge na jab wo iss duniya 

) Sir you are perfectly right, 

please pardon me. I will implement the law 

I will ask all the relevant doctors to 

record all ultra sounds and summit those 

monthly under relevant authority and if 

anybody is found guilty then I will set an 

s tell secretly. And, 

I don't have in depth 

field so I won't be able to 

yeah right, until and 

t have in depth knowledge, 

ebating, where do you do that? 

Now?) Sir, 

(CM- don’t they 

get angry?) Sir, according to me, debate 

with a 

mmmm and nodes his 

e are illiterate people. Tell us what is 

Sir as its name says, Suchana 

sing 

information and data in such a manner that 

e do this by 

nodes his 

Tell me some reasons for low CSR in 

was also war prone 

in past, so boys were required to 

nd sir moreover, women 

were the first target of invaders.  

2. Hmm…. So what are the outcomes of 

it? 

Ans- Sir, now people have 

women from tribal areas. These 

are treated as slaves. They a

exploited by all male members of family, 

not allowed to give birth and during day 

they work in fields. 

 

3. Is it happening even today?

and CM nodes his head towards M2). 

OK, What is it? 

Ans- Sir human trafficking.

 

4. Ok how would you stop it?

Ans- Sir, every village is closely knit 

society. So whole village knows who is 

doing it. So every Panchayat should be 

made responsible to stop it. 

there should be one online data base in 

which every case should be registered by 

the Panchayat and Panchayat must make 

sure that every such girls gets married 

which will give her dignity, social 

acceptance and economic rights.

means you are supporting human 

trafficking.) No sir, I am sorry, 

half part. (Ok go ahead). Sir on the other 

hand, we must find out hot spots from 

where these girls are coming. 

should be responsibility of 

it registers all migrations of girls. 

data should be connected with the central 

pool of destination Panchayats. 

girls migration is matched with marriage 

registration, then it is not human 

trafficking otherwise it is. I

of human trafficking then an example 
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o what are the outcomes of 

Sir, now people have started buying 

women from tribal areas. These women 

hey are sexually 

exploited by all male members of family, 

not allowed to give birth and during day 

Is it happening even today? (Yes sir, 

and CM nodes his head towards M2).  

Sir human trafficking. 

stop it? 

Sir, every village is closely knit 

o whole village knows who is 

anchayat should be 

made responsible to stop it. To do so, 

there should be one online data base in 

which every case should be registered by 

anchayat must make 

sure that every such girls gets married 

which will give her dignity, social 

acceptance and economic rights. (That 

means you are supporting human 

am sorry, I just told 

ir on the other 

hand, we must find out hot spots from 

where these girls are coming. Here, it 

should be responsibility of Panchayat that 

it registers all migrations of girls. This 

data should be connected with the central 

anchayats. In case, 

girls migration is matched with marriage 

, then it is not human 

In case it is case 

of human trafficking then an example 
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should be set by punishing culprits 

maximum punishment. 

 

5. Why doesn’t your society allow 

polyandry? 

Ans- I am sorry sir. (M3- he is saying 

marriage is not allowed in most cases so 

no point of polyandry). Sir forgive me 

don’t know. 

M3: 

1. He asked about continental drift

theory, forces driving it? 

2. Evolution of earth. 

 3. Phase of sun, phase of core and shape 

of earth. 

I explained CDT, forces, said sorry for 

phase of sun, explained evolution of earth 

but respected member argued for phase 

of the core. He was like... no no

core is liquid..I humbly explained 

overplaying of pressure with respect to 

temp. At last CM said, bachcha sahi keh 

raha hai sir.  

 

For shape of earth, I said it’s just like 

KINU. All members started laughing. 

did the same and said, i mean it

 

M4: 

1. Why there is delay in project delivery in 

IT firms? 

Ans- I am sorry sir. I won’t be able to 

answer this because I have no job 

experience. 

2. What are your views on inclusion of 

women in boards of governance of IT 

firms? 
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should be set by punishing culprits by 

llow 

he is saying 

marriage is not allowed in most cases so 

ir forgive me I 

e asked about continental drift 

ase of core and shape 

I explained CDT, forces, said sorry for 

phase of sun, explained evolution of earth 

but respected member argued for phase 

no no.. earth 

humbly explained 

with respect to 

chcha sahi keh 

s just like 

KINU. All members started laughing. I 

did the same and said, i mean it’s Geoid. 

Why there is delay in project delivery in 

t be able to 

I have no job 

hat are your views on inclusion of 

women in boards of governance of IT 

Ans- Sir, it must be done.  

3. Why? 

Ans- Sir, because 20-30% of work force 

are women. They will get representation 

in BOG. 

4. Then he asked about. M

bench pe baithana etc. 

Ans- Answered all. 

5. Why Indian IT firms are not into R&D?

Ans- Sir, because they follow bottom 

heavy model of business....blah blah.

 

6. Why no new IT R&D ventures in 

Ans- Sir, few reasons are - 

no university-industry interactions, 

background of youth wants them to join 

job, lack of capital etc. 

 

7. Why didn’t you start a venture

Ans- Sir, my family background doesn

allow me to take such risk.

 

8. You are from *****. So what about 

Raani Sati Mela? Is it banned totally?

ans- Told the whole story. 

(M3- what is your view. should we ban 

such things)  

Ans- Yes sir. We must ban it with iron 

hand because they glorify social ills.

 

9. You live in ******. Why is it famous

Ans- Answered with a smile.

 

M5: 

1. Who is great Dan? (Played badminton 

in school) 

Ans- Told 
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30% of work force 

ll get representation 

Midnight biryani, 

ndian IT firms are not into R&D? 

they follow bottom 

heavy model of business....blah blah. 

ventures in India? 

  

industry interactions, social 

background of youth wants them to join 

t you start a venture? 

ir, my family background doesn’t 

isk. 

o what about 

s it banned totally? 

whole story.  

what is your view. should we ban 

e must ban it with iron 

hand because they glorify social ills. 

hy is it famous? 

with a smile. 

layed badminton 
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2. Why India is doing good in badminton

Ans- Sir in beginning Gopichandji started 

his academy and seeing the good results 

Govt. supported it. 

3. What is the controversy surrounding 

Gopichand? 

Ans- I am sorry sir, I stopped following 

sports after school. 

4. Do you know Vimal kumar is coach of 

Saina? 

Ans- I laughed on my ignorance

asked member's forgiveness and thanked 

him. 

5. Why South America is called Latin 

America? 

Ans- I am sorry sir. 

6. Who is Prakash Padukon? 

Ans- Sir, great Indian badminton player 

and father of Deepika Padukon.

members laughed. 

7. Ok, last question. Difference 

CS and IT? 

Ans- Answered nicely. 

 

Chairman 

Ok, YOUR INTERVIEW IS OVER.

I thanked all members and wished them 

have a good day.  

 

Self Evaluation: 

It was nice experience, enjoyed those 35 

minutes.  

Let us see what happens but yes won

113 (last year score By Alka mam)
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ndia is doing good in badminton. 

opichandji started 

my and seeing the good results 

hat is the controversy surrounding 

ollowing 

kumar is coach of 

I laughed on my ignorance and 

and thanked 

America is called Latin 

ndian badminton player 

adukon. All 

 between 

Ok, YOUR INTERVIEW IS OVER. 

members and wished them 

enjoyed those 35 

et us see what happens but yes won’t get 

By Alka mam) 

#17. ForumIAS Username 

Titan1 
Date: 22 June  

Background: 

Academic: Integrated M. Tech 

computing) 

College: IIT-Delhi 

Optional: Pub ad 

 

Questions: 

Chairman : 
Ohh, you have wore the same shirt and tie of 

the photo ? 

Me : No sir , the shade is different 

(somewhat pinkish-white). 

CM : So you like this color ?

Me : No issues  

CM : Strange , see I am making a gender 

sensitive statement. 

Me : Smiling, ok sir :P 

 

Other questions!! 

1) What is this degree all about?

He was turning pages and he now saw work 

experience, forgot that question

2) What is this organization

3) Again to degree question?

4) What use in administration?

5) What non-fiction books have read 

(hobby)? 

6) Latest controversy about 

theory of Sen? Use? 

7) Heard of entitlement App

 

M1: 

I think he was a science guy

1) Again degree question? 

2) What was your role in project?

3) What is relation between maths and 

computing? 

4) What is OR? Example? 

5) How maths is used in risk analysis

Example? 
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sername – 

ech (Maths and 

you have wore the same shirt and tie of 

o sir , the shade is different 

 

CM : So you like this color ? 

am making a gender 

What is this degree all about? 

e was turning pages and he now saw work 

forgot that question. 

organization? Your role? 

gain to degree question? 

administration? 

fiction books have read 

atest controversy about Amartya Sen? 

pproach? 

hink he was a science guy 

 

hat was your role in project? (job) 

hat is relation between maths and 

 

maths is used in risk analysis? 
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6) But their risk formula never works?

7) Do you like modern algebra? 

 

M2: 

Public administration questions 

1) Long statement on American vs

federalism , what’s the difference ?

2) List system? 

3) What is what? 

4) How concurrent list works? E

5) How will you manage water resources in 

Delhi? (one project in  DAF) 

6) Only technical solutions? 

7) What else is needed? 

 

M3:  

1) Long statement on tussle between 

Judiciary and Executive. NJAC..? 

view? 

2) Why against Collegium? 

3) Why NJAC?  

4) How to balance? 

5) Again long statement on agri-crisis? 

6) Three problem of Agriculture 

7) How to solve each? Counter questions?

8) Climate change and agriculture

9) Excessive water consumption in 

agriculture? 

 

M4 (lady member): 

Smiling the most  

1) Why only non-fiction? 

2) When did you start reading non

3) Why the shift? 

4) Again how will use your degree 

knowledge in administration? (3rd time 

guess) 

5) What is the genesis of Argumentative 

Indian by Sen? 

6) Are we really argumentative? 

7) Is it good or bad? 

Long discussion........... 

8) Why the negative perception then?

9) What do you think? 
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ver works? 

 

questions  

merican vs. Indian 

s the difference ? 

xamples? 

you manage water resources in 

Long statement on tussle between 

NJAC..? Your 

crisis?  

 sector? 

ounter questions? 

culture? 

xcessive water consumption in 

hen did you start reading non-fiction? 

gain how will use your degree 

(3rd time I 

rgumentative 

 

hy the negative perception then? 

Then she concluded by saying see how we 

are arguing!! 

 

Chairman again 

1) you said land is in state list and land 

acquisition in concurrent list?

2) Are you sure? 

Chairman trying to confuse, this is not 

exactly like this.  

 

Chairman: Interview over.  
 

#18. ForumIAS Username 

Bugsbunny  

Background: 

B. Tech from NIT Rourkela 

State- Odisha 

Hobbies - Watching cricket and traveling

Optional - Sociology 

Date-26 june forenoon 

 

Questions: 

Chairman: 

1) Is this you in photo? 

2) So what is the farthest place you have 

travelled? 

3) Why did you travel there?

4) Difference between that place and your 

hometown? 

5) What have you studied in electronics and 

instrumentation engineering just explain to 

me as u would to a layman?

6) You know, in management they are trying 

to apply this same principal so what is the 

difference? 

7) But I think these two are different

system is more efficient? 

8) So machine is more efficient so 

feature of that you want to implement here 

in management? 

Explained it(explanation wasn't great)
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Then she concluded by saying see how we 

ou said land is in state list and land 

acquisition in concurrent list? 

rying to confuse, this is not 
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M1: 

1) Places you have travelled? 

2) Why you like traveling? 

3) Mythology on Jaganath temple

4) Why sound of sea is not audible inside 

jaganath temple? (no idea) 

 

M2: 

1) You play kabaddi? 

2) What do you like? 

3) Don't you think it's violent? 

4) Did you see today's newspaper

 

5) Yesterday’s newspaper? Important news

(Lakhvi issue) 

6) Reasons? 

7) What's your opinion on it? 

8) You're coordinator and event 

so what things you have learned there

9) What instrument companies we have in 

India (only named two both American 

companies :P) 

Any PSUs you are aware of (no idea 

 

M3: 

1) If you are made DM of Kalahandi

will be your priorities? 

2) Then some follow up questions?

3) Tell me your preferences. 

4) Why IAS in 1st but IFS in 2nd?

5) Tell me frankly is there any aura attached 

to IAS or do you have any personal 

motivation to become an IAS? 

6) Ok, do you know that disaster by an 

instrument is more dangerous? S

an instance when it happened?  

Then he told me about an incident of 80s 

and was saying how it had happened 

 

M4: (Lady) 
1) Are you aware of the International 

today? (I said no.) 
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nath temple. 

of sea is not audible inside 

today's newspaper? 

Important news 

You're coordinator and event organizer 

so what things you have learned there? 

What instrument companies we have in 

two both American 

idea ) 

alahandi, what 

questions? 

? 

Tell me frankly is there any aura attached 

to IAS or do you have any personal 

do you know that disaster by an 

So tell me 

 

n he told me about an incident of 80s 

and was saying how it had happened  

nternational Day 

That was Drug abuse day. 

2) Then she asked how would you control it 

as an administrator?  

3) You said you can only implement 

schemes and policy within that how you are 

thinking to curb it? 

Then I presented few solutions

4) Then she said, ok I think current 

administrator knows it but any out of the 

box solution?(:P) 

Then I just simply said implementation and 

she was convinced that implementation is 

much more needed. 

5) Then a question on trust deficit

(I mentioned it during my K

question.) 

6) She asked any other reason

seemed my other reasons make trust deficit 

as a small issue.  

Then, she said ok, no problem just think 

over it. 

 

Chairman: 
Thank you, Your interview is over

 

Self Evaluation: 

Lasted around 25-30 minute

was a nice and pleasant exp

Only 1 factual question,  rest

opinion based or general understanding

Nothing on gap of 2 years or optional or 

even on current affairs. I felt it was more a 

kind of conversation with 5 learned people

Board was really cordial esp

members smiling all the time which allowed

me to be comfortable and be myself

Chattar singh sir was keenly observing me 

throughout.  I felt that he was interested to 

see how I am answering and my approach

Rest, in most of the cases members looks 

satisfied.  
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